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This June issue is a little late, due to waiting for the results of the discussions at the 
ACTC Officers meeting on 7th June—see Chairman’s Chat. Although as it’s the 
summer break for classic trials I hope a short delay won’t matter? 
 
Luckily I have received a lot of great content for this issue, so the Bovey Down 
reports and later ones will appear in the November issue (authors don’t despair! 
Your reports will be published!). As an editor it’s great to have good copy already 
waiting for the next issue. So again very many thanks for all our authors / 
contributors. 
 
It was great to get the news item from Dennis Greenslade about his recognition for 
the great charity work he does for Macmillan Cancer Support. He reminded me that 
he is the one on the left in the photo….!! 
 
Have a great summer!  
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CHAIRMAN’s 
CHAT 
 

R eflecting on this year as 
chairman, and noting a 
general undercurrent of 
malaise and negativity these 

past few years surrounding the ACTC, I 
recently called a meeting of the Officers 
of the ACTC to try and formulate some 
suggestions to put to the member clubs 
for discussion, to see if we as an 
organisation, can try and create a more 
positive and productive future for the 
ACTC. 
 
What brought this into focus was the 
declining number of ACTC 
championship contenders, [it seems 
largely brought about by the dual permit 
and clubmans events, as overall Trials 
entries are not declining to any great 
extent] and the related situation this 
decline in championship contenders 
raises with regards the overall funding of 
the ACTC. 
 
I think it is important to re-iterate that the 
ACTC is an organisation of Clubs, and 
as such does not represent individuals. 
It was broadly created to inform and 
help, where possible, organisers of 
Classic Trials events. To bring co-
ordinated conformity to the basic rules 
and regs. of Classic Trials, such that 
individual competitors could be 
confident in complying on entering 
events on a national level. 
 
 I feel , without a doubt, that the ACTC 
has successfully fulfilled its role.  
 
This then begs the question , why the 
undercurrent of malaise and negativity 
around the organisation ? 
 

I would like to suggest a new mission 
statement for the ACTC : 
 
 

‘ACTC - working for the 
future viability of  

Classic Trials’ 
 
To this end there will shortly be a 
document circulated to the member 
clubs, posted on the ACTC website and 
Facebook page with some fundamental 
questions raised for discussion 
regarding the structure and ability of the 
ACTC to fulfil this new mission 
statement. 
 
I am hoping that this will generate some 
new enthusiasm for people in the sport 
to get involved, through their clubs, and 
within the ACTC  in securing a positive 
and secure future for Classic Trials. 
 
On a separate, but related issue, there 
has been some concern expressed by 
club delegates/representatives, that if 
they are unable to attend ACTC 
meetings their concerns and therefore 
the voices of their members are not 
heard. It is quite clear, in Articles 27 and 
28 of the ACTC [available on the 
website] that clubs are permitted to 
nominate, in writing to the Secretary, 
anyone to act as their delegate, or to 
nominate someone as a proxy vote on a 
specific agenda item.   
 

Cheers,  
Carl 
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Bill’s Bits  
 

A lthough I have only been 
involved in the ACTC at 
committee level for less than 2 
years I understand there is 

another person who has held their 
position for twenty years! I refer to our 
Restart Editor, Pat Toulmin. I think she 
should be applauded for such a 
valuable long-term service! Without the 
Restart magazine we would be much 
less aware and informed. 
 
Being old my memory is getting less 
reliable, but I think it will take quite a 
while for me to forget the 2018 MCC 
Land’s End Trial. For many reasons, the 
weather being one, I think it was one of 
the toughest Land’s End Trials for a 
class 2 open car I think I have done. 
The night run was very uncomfortable 
and even my mountaineering Gore-Tex 
Ultra Extreme jacket couldn’t keep me 
dry and warm! The toughness of the 
event particularly for class 2 is backed 
up by the results which show only 5 
entries for the class, one non-starter 
due to a faulty starter motor, two 
retirements and only one class win and 
one bronze medal won. I hope this was 
not a contributing factor in Alan Bee 
offering his very competitive Austin 
Seven for sale. In spite of my failing 
memory I can still recall the times when 
class 2 would have up around 17 - 20 
entries in the MCC long distance trials! 
 
On a more pleasant note, Liz and I have 
just completed an 1800-mile tour of 
England, Wales and Scotland in 
another of our pre-war MG cars and in 
the company of Pete & Carlie Hart in 
their Morgan and Mal & Donny Allen in 
their MGBGT. This is the fourth long 
distance tour we have done together, 
usually with a fourth car, another 
Morgan of Murray & Chreanne 

Montgomery-Smith but they couldn’t 
join us on this occasion. The other tours 
have all been in Central Europe but this 
year we decided to explore the 
mainland UK. We left home on Tuesday 
10th April and headed up through Wales 
to Llanberis where we stopped for the 
first night, then headed on up to the 
Lake District for the next couple of 
nights where we drove all the passes 
and places of interest, before heading 
north to Scotland. We spent a couple of 
nights in Oban before catching the ferry 
to Mull where a compete tour of this 
island finished up with us staying in 
where else other than Tobermory. The 
following morning we caught the ferry 
back to the Scottish mainland at 
Kilchoan, then a beautiful drive to 
Mallaig and another ferry to Skye. We 
stayed for two nights at the Sligachan 
Inn which allowed us to tour the island 
and visit the Talisker Distillery before 
heading back over the Kyle of Lochalsh 
Bridge to the Scottish mainland. We 
then went slightly north to pass over the 
“pass of the Cattle” which at 2.053 feet 
is the highest metalled road in the UK, 
then down to the pretty coastal town of 
Applecross before driving on to Fort 
William. Here we had another day off 
before driving down through Glencoe to 
Falkirk where we enjoyed a tour and 
ride on the Falkirk Wheel, a unique 
method of lifting boats from one major 
waterway to another. The next day was 
spent doing the touristy bit in Edinburgh 
before driving down to Peebles for that 
night. From here we went down through 
the attractive Yorkshire Dales and up to 
Tan Hill Inn, the highest inn in Britain, 
for the next evening. We returned home 
from here stopping off at Hartington in 
the Peak District at our favourite B&B 
used for the Edinburgh trial. A great trip 
in good company! 
 

Bill Bennett 
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"Macmillan Cancer Support Volunteers Attend Reception 
at Buckingham Palace,  

Hosted by HRH The Prince of Wales 
 
Macmillan Cancer Supporter’s Patron, HRH The Prince of Wales hosted a reception 
at Buckingham Palace on 31 January. The event recognised and thanked 
exceptional volunteers for their life-changing contributions to helping people living 
with cancer. 
 
The reception focused on the contribution these supporters have made, and 
celebrated the vital role volunteers play at Macmillan.  
 
Dennis Greenslade was selected by a panel of four Macmillan Executives. He 
received an invitation to this prestigious event for his ongoing contributions to 
Macmillan Cancer Support, and the differences they are making in their local 
communities.” 
 
In addition, credit should be given for the picture to Paul Burns Photography. 

Recognition for an ACTC stalwart and former Restart 
Assistant Editor, Dennis Greenslade.  
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Bike Stuff  
 
 

H ey I'm back. Many of you know 
my history to date is 
competing horses, I love it. But 
i have a history with crewing 

for years at British Enduros. 
 
I had a bike years ago, only ever riding 
on the road.... Ok, so many of you 
would argue 'that’s' not a bike, it was in 
fact a Vespa 200. However, for the past 
4 years i have learned to plod off road 
with my other horsepower, Humphrey 
the Honda, growing together and we 
have had shed loads of fun doing so. 
Smelling other peoples 2 stroke and 
feeling the slide on board Humphrey 
has been a turn on in itself! 
 
Ok, so here I am. I’m pretty rubbish at 
computers (1 of my 4 jobs is website 
updating, but I still maintain I’m pants at 
computers in general) Although I don’t 
have a computer at home, I can look at 
emails on a Monday and Tuesday in 
one of my jobs. My email is 
kathrynmartin29@yahoo.co.uk.  
My mobile is 07584 080631 
 
There is Facebook messenger which 
you are welcome to use, and of course 
let’s use the brilliant Classic Trials page 
on Facebook to open up discussions so 
that everyone is involved with all things 
that concern you. After all, it’s your 
sport.  

 
I have a fab band of bike enthusiasts 
around me, who know masses more 
than I do or ever could, who have 
offered their knowledge should we need 
to call on it. I love banter, so let’s have 
things light hearted even if the subject 
might be of a serious nature. 
 
I am due to meet with a lady called 
Caroline who is keen to have a go at 
Classic Trials. At this stage, all I have 
done is offer to meet with her to pass on 
my limited knowledge and embrace her 
quest to have a go. So in case I forget 
to mention in the future, if you see a 
lone lady on her bike, be sure to 
encourage her and help her out. She 
might need picking up, I still do and am 
mega grateful every time. She is 
planning to ride her first trial in memory 
of her father and use the event as 
sponsorship to raise funds for the 
Hospice. 
 
This in itself is admirable, and she will 
be advertising your sport each time she 
promotes for sponsorship,,,, hey 
perhaps this will bring fresh blood to join 
in our game.   
 
Right that’s enough waffle. Can’t believe 
I’ve written so much and been so 
serious, things are gonna have to 
change…  
 
Kath X 
 

A New Experience, Class R 
on the Exeter by Bill Rosten 
 

S tarting with the Land’s End in 
2017, class R has quickly 
developed into an all tarmac 
event. It was conceived as a 

reference to pre-war Land’s End trials 
where the observed sections were fewer 
and keeping to time was all important. It 
needed to use the same route as the 
existing trial and the same observers. 

With only 3 competitors in the Land’s 
End and 2 on the Edinburgh, it flowered 
in the Exeter with 20 entrants, 3 on bikes 
and the rest in cars. There were 14 
starters.  
 
My daughter, Kate, & I entered in the 
Dellow, joining 2 Westfields, 2 TRs, no 
less than 4 Morgans and sundry other 
cars and bikes all of which were 
welcome in this class. It’s probably true 
to say that all the entries in class R 
would not have entered the main trial or 
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class O for different reasons. We 
assembled at Haynes museum for our 
start and scrutineering. It would have 
been nice to start from one of the main 
trial starts. We did not need to have a 
tow-rope or worry about tyres being on 
any list, but did need a fire extinguisher, 
spill kit and reversing lamp. I had even 
remembered to put some tape on the 
steering wheel to indicate the straight-
ahead position. No problems with 
scrutineering, so we go to signing on, 
meeting friends and a brief rest. 
 
The weather is kind so far, cold but dry-
ish after all the rain on previous days. 
We are glad to have the hood up 
though! The class is starting after class 
O and uses some of their sections, but 
with big loops to keep us behind class 
O. All our sections were on tarmac, 
most with a restart. The navigation 
proves easy to follow and pretty 
accurate. The lanes are wet, muddy, 
sometimes icy but with plenty of 
standing water. 
 
The first section, Windwhistle Hill, 
shows up our weaknesses. Firstly, too 
high gearing, perfect for the open road 
but less so for a steep hill. Secondly, 
the clutch dislikes numerous starts to 
get to the start line and won’t play when 
we arrive at the restart. The officials 
here have devised a strange layout 
where the observer before the start line 
sends a competitor up to another 
observer situated between the start line 
and the restart to get directions. We 
need a push to get going at the restart, 
but luckily for us, the section will not 
count in the results because the layout 
is wrong. We are able to keep to time 
without too much difficulty, typically 
having 5-10 minutes in hand before 
each of the time controls at Musbury 
and Mincombe Post. Under MCC rules 
the aim is to be 0 minutes early and no 
more than 10 minutes late at any time 
control. The time controls have to be 
specified in the route book. 
 

We are enjoying the drive down very 
wet, occasionally icy lanes and the 
Dellow is behaving. This is the ex-Tony 
Marsh Mk II car in standard form and 
supercharged. We come to the next 
section at Pin Hill which we clear by 
slipping the clutch mightily at the restart. 
On the run to the breakfast halt, the car 
gradually loses power which is a bit 
worrying, but no misfire. Dawn is 
breaking, so after clocking in I check the 
engine but can find nothing obviously 
wrong. We set off again to find the 
lanes after Exeter very icy. Hats off to 
the motorcyclists under these 
conditions.  
 
We arrive at Windout where it is 
obvious that there is not enough power 
to even get to the restart let alone do it. 
We pull off the lane and debate what to 
do. It’s time to take the hood down as 
by now the weather is cold, bright and 
sunny. We set off the way we came and 
find our way back to the correct route. 
We can manage the ordinary lanes 
without trouble but decide to miss out 
the section at Pepperdon as we will not 
have the power to climb it. We enjoy a 
welcome break at Ilsington village hall 
with excellent pasties. The run to the 
finish is not without incident. The 
penultimate waypoint we have to find is 
missing. At these waypoints, we have to 
find the answers to course check 
questions, this one being the name of 
the junction. It pays to have done a little 
research on Google beforehand. The 
sunshine by now has given way to 
ominous black clouds. We decide to 
carry on without putting the hood up 
again. 
 
Before we get to Kingsteignton the 
route is barred by a closed road, with no 
obviously signposted deviation. The 
traffic is now solid, so we crawl towards 
Teignmouth, the next town mentioned in 
the route book. Every competitor is in 
the same situation, so the timing rather 
goes out of the window. The very last 
waypoint is just before a very steep hill 
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 A Long Day Out by Richard 
Peck 
 

T he Cotswold Clouds is a trial 
which I have not embarked 
upon for, probably, 10 years, 
but the way things have panned 

out over the last 12 months it seemed 
an ideal opportunity to ‘have a go’, in 
large measure thanks to Tipley. In 2017, 
for the second time in 2 years I 
managed to inflict extensive damage to 
the car, which wiped out the whole of 
the remainder of the season. The car 
was repaired, and prepared for the 
Edinburgh, but personal circumstances 
rendered that a ‘miss’, similarly the 
Exeter 2018; frustrating, but no further 
damage to repair. 
 
The entry forms duly arrived for the 
Cotswold Clouds, and were returned the 
very same morning, thoughts then 
turned to finding a passenger; 
fortunately, my passenger, on several 
trials, Fred Drabble, was available, and 
keen to have a day out in the 
Cotswolds. 

 
The 4th February duly arrived, leave 
home at 4:30am; it was snowing in 
Derbyshire, with no gritters having been 
out, so the trial started early; picked 
Fred up, and set off for the start, the 
snow soon disappeared as we travelled 
towards Birmingham. All was going well, 
a gentle run down the M5, but made the 
mistake of following the sat-nav and 
ended up on the wrong side of the river, 
at the back of Fromebridge Mill, and not 
in the car park. Not an auspicious start, 
but soon remedied, and by now it was a 
fine sunny, if slightly chilly, winter 
morning.  
 
Scrutineering, and signing on 
completed, breakfast called; and soon 
off to the start, and on to Section 1, 
which proved a nice gentle start to the 
trial, but with sufficient interest to wake 
us up! On to section 2, Axe, the 
approach to which was slow, behind a 
lady on a horse out for a Sunday 
morning hack, with nowhere to get off 
the road and let us pass, which, 
eventually, she did, with good grace; we 
need not have fretted about the time 

on which we come to halt. Kate pushes 
the stricken car up the hill even though 
she is barely recovered from a horrible 
cold. We are very glad to eventually get 
to the finish under our own power (and 
without any rain).  
 
Results show 3 gold awards, 4 silver, 1 
bronze(us) and 4 no awards with 2 
retirees. was glad to compete in the 
Exeter. It’s a different event than the 
trial proper, but still challenging. One 
needs a reliable machine and a decent 
navigator, but it can be enjoyed in or on 
any machine without much special 
preparation. The potential number of 
entrants must be enormous. Well done 
to Tim & Anne Whellock (MG Midget), 
Ian Cummings & Gary Brokenshire 
(Morgan +4) and John & Pauline Adams 
(Volvo) for getting everything right and 

achieving gold awards.  
 
Class R needs more than the 2 time 
controls that there were in this year’s 
event. The route was excellent and 
having to find waypoints was a good 
idea. The camaraderie en route was 
good, typically MCC. It will be run again 
in the Land’s End at Easter. Which car/
bike have you got in the garage that you 
could use? 
 
Our mechanical problems? A memo to 
put in a competition clutch and finding 
dislodged silicone sealant not letting the 
blower relief valve seat properly. If I had 
known that mid-trial and had the right 
tools to hand, it could have been sorted 
at the roadside. C’est la vie! 
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lost, as we then had almost an hour to 
wait before tackling the section. The 
word coming back from the returning 
cars was that the clay beyond the 
overhanging tree was very sticky and 
required plenty of impulsion. Our turn 
came, and attacked the section with 
maximum impulsion, only to lose all 
forward motion about a car’s length from 
the end of the deep clay. Reverse out, 
and head for section 3, Crooked 
Mustard, which had an unusually short 
queue, can’t imagine why? Again, 
approached with full vigour, but ground 
to a halt around the 8 board. Onward to 
Nailsworth Ladder, all going well until 
just after the restart line whereat we 
stopped, in the space of about half a 
car’s length, as if we had ‘hit the 
buffers’. 
 
Progressing to Ham Mill, and a short 
queue before the start, and a brief, but 
polite, exchange with a local resident 
who was upset by our presence, as her 
dogs had been ‘upset’ all day by the 
‘constant’ noise/ presence of cars. I 
explained that we ’passed that way’, but 
once a year (I hope that is correct and 
other trials do not use the same section) 
and had used the hill for many years. 
The lady appeared reassured, and 
departed to walk her two dogs, who 
seemed to be entirely relaxed about the 
whole situation. The section was duly 
attempted, and successfully completed, 
and I was very pleased that we did not 
have to do the restart this year, as it 
looked particularly evil as we passed by 
. 
Bryans was something of a disaster, not 
really managing to gain any impulsion of 
the line, at all, and best forgotten.  
 
Wicked Juniper proved as wicked as 
ever for us, with a lowly 10, but it was 
noticeable that all the Beetles which 
were climbing further appeared to have 
engines which rev a good deal higher 
than the one in our car, some hills we 
can get by with using second gear, but 
not this one! 
 

On to Pheasants Run, safe to say, that 
in the interests of the environment, and 
their personal safety, the pheasants did 
not need to run very far, or very quickly! 
Fred’s Folly, started off in an altogether 
more promising fashion, but, there is 
always a but, the deviation caught us 
out completely, with the car refusing to 
change direction; more driver error! 
 
The observed test A, Cat’s Cradle was 
as similarly frustrating experience, being 
a little too cautious on the reverse from 
line B to line C, I managed to not reach 
line C, and took a fail here. 
 
Both Catswood, and Merve’s Swerve, 
served up more frustration, the former 
because I could not get the car round 
the s-bend, the latter because we could 
not even get to the ‘swerve’. At this point 
it is apparent that we are going to end 
up with a score which an England test 
cricket team would be proud of; not what 
is required on a trial! 
 
There was short delay at Climperwell, 
while a car was retrieved from the 
section, once that was sorted, and our 
turn came we were off to the restart, 
which was successfully achieved, but for 
a moment we both thought that we were 
not going to get off successfully, a quick 
grab of second gear, and away we went, 
perhaps more quickly than was ideal, 
but a clean of a section was quite 
welcome after the previous few, and, 
‘knowing‘, what was to come. 
 
Bull Banks 1, seems quite innocuous, 
but the restart, once again stopped us, I 
have never managed to get off that 
restart, and am constantly amazed by 
how much more slippery Cotswold 
limestone is in comparison to Derbyshire 
limestone! 
 
Talbot’s Terror, and the final section 
Jerry’s proved to be equally frustrating, 
as far as we were concerned, while 
Observed Test B, was something of a 
surprise, on a couple of counts; it 
appeared to be causing mayhem, with 
numerous failures, and so, we started 
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with, shall we say, no great 
expectations, but surprisingly managed 
to complete the test, at what we thought 
to be ‘glacial pace’, which, to our 
surprise, turned out to be an, almost, 
respectable time. 
 
And so, to the finish, sign off, and head 
for home, where we arrive, about 
9:30pm, still snowing in Derbyshire. 
 
Despite collecting a ‘cricket score’, we 
had a thoroughly enjoyable day out, and 
I extend our sincere thanks and 
congratulations to all those who were 
involved with the organisation, 
marshalling, and managing of the day, it 
couldn’t have been better, even the 
weather smiled upon us. I also thank my 
passenger Fred for being so sanguine 
about some of the dismal attempts at 
the sections.  
 
It is easy to ‘blame’ the car, the real 
problem, on this occasion, was the 
driver, who needs to sharpen up his 

game, but on the positive side, the car 
never missed a beat, all day, there were 
no punctures, and, refreshingly, no 
damage. It can be done, a challenging 
trial which sorts everyone out, without 
the need to damage your car, which 
simply needs washing, fuel, and a 
spanner check, and can go out again, 
without the need for endless hours in 
the garage.  
 
There are some useful learnings from 
the trial, approaches have changed, 
Type1 VW engines appear to rev higher, 
and be reliable, maybe I need to review 
some of the thinking of 10 years ago, 
when the engine was built, and some 
weight needs shedding, mainly the 
driver, rather than the car! 
 
Maybe the summer can be spent 
shedding weight and developing the car 
a little. Once again, thanks to everyone 
involved it really was a most splendid, 
and enjoyable day out.  

Cotswold Clouds 2018 – Ed 
Wells  
 

D riving class 6 is still new to me 
but this was my third event 
borrowing Vic Lockley’s 1600 
Beetle while my class 7 Dutton 

rebuild carries on, and on, and on… The 
Allen had gone well, the Exeter also but 
as the rain poured down all day on 
Saturday just before the Clouds I knew 
this one may be different. I had even 
done my homework the week before 
and walked Crooked Mustard as this is 
normally the only hill I don’t appear to 
be able to climb. The car was running 
perfectly and I made a slight 
modification on Saturday in terms of 
ballast - because it was bound to be 
slippery.  
 
I went to get all the club cards and MSA 
license ready and found that they had 
all disappeared. All I could do was go 
online and print the proof of 

memberships which I hoped would be 
good enough for sign on while I 
organise duplicates. 
 
Sunday morning Stan (my passenger) 
arrived at my house at 7am and we 
promptly loaded and set out towards the 
Fromebridge Mill start. A fill with fuel on 
the way was probably the first mistake – 
I put 97 octane in thinking it may deliver 
a bit more punch at the bottom end – all 
it did was make the engine sound harsh 
and it delivered no noticeable 
performance at all – lesson learnt, don’t 
waste money. 
 
Scrutineering was fine and the 
organisers were ok with my proof of 
documents at sign on rather than the 
real thing. We drank tea had a chat to a 
few then at 8:42 set out to see what the 
day had in store for us. 
 
There is no mistaking the fact that the 
Cotswold Clouds is a great scenic tour 
of the Cotswolds attracting lots entries 
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from all over the country and plenty of 
spectators especially on a dry bright 
day, which thank God is exactly what 
we needed after the continual rain of 
the day before. 
 
Hill 1. Alf’s Delight (10psi - Clear) A 
nice little starter hill - clear or fail to get 
us all into the day. No problem for 
anyone as far as I can see. To avoid 
the queues at Axe the route then 
deviates with even numbers going to 
Axe while unfortunate odd numbers 
were thrown straight into Crooked 
Mustard. 
 
Hill 2. Axe (12psi Fail - 6) Well we 
knew it was bad as the normal queue 
was even longer than I can remember. 
We bought snacks from a cat lady and 
her young kittens which is a nice 
diversion and appears to have 
becoming a regular feature which they 
do for charity each year. We finally got 
to the start having seen a number of 
cars reversing down - it was clearly a 
flat-out attempt. The Beetle is bit short 
on grunt and the jump to second gear is 
huge, so I opted to ring its neck in first 
gear – probably a mistake. The rain 
from Saturday had turned the hill into a 
clay ridden nightmare. We barely had 
any pace and there was no driving grip 
because there simply didn’t appear to 
be any. It should have been second 
gear and massive wheel speed, but it 
wasn’t. We failed a long way up, then 
suffered a ludicrously long reverse all 
the way back down – not a great start. 
And already a 6-point problem with the 
top 3 in class. 
 
Hill 3. Crooked Mustard (8psi Fail - 6) 
So much for my look at it, I knew where 
I wanted to place the car but the pace 
up from the start and into the gully was 
again dire due to little grip. And no pace 
on Mustard means you stop on 
Mustard, we cleared the big step then 
that was it. But the results tell me that 
was par for the course for the class 6 
Beetle. 

Hill 4. Nailsworth Ladder (14psi Fail - 
6) Apart from the very first year in my 
Dutton I have always shot up the ladder 
and that included a restart. So, with a 
class 6 Beetle not needing a restart I 
was simply planning on my normal line 
to the left, jump the bump where it’s 
lower then veer back into the hill and 
out. How wrong could I be? No traction, 
no speed, no hope. Hit the bump with 
hardly any momentum and no way was 
the rear going over. Another 6-point 
problem. Already 12 points behind the 
class 6 front runners. Days should 
never start like this. I was already 
depressed – Axe and the Ladder are 
some big failures to come back from. 
 
Hill 5. Ham Mill (14psi - Clear) This hill 
was running fine and it’s not too steep 
anyway. We sat at the holding point 
looking at all the cars coming up 
through and the cold people eating ice-
cream from the factory shop. No restart 
to worry about, slippery but not steep 
so we cleared easily. And very nice to 
finally get a clear! 
 
Hill 6. Bryan’s (8psi – 3) Now one 
thing I have learnt is that if you arrive at 
Bryan’s too early in the day the hill 
doesn’t drive that well. So, running 42 
should have been ok (ish). Only one 
way up and that was flat out around the 
RH kink to max the momentum on the 
actual hill. I couldn’t have done it any 
better and got as far as 3. Very happy 
to see no tyre marks in front meaning at 
that point in the running order I had 
gone just about as far as a Beetle could 
go. The class winner and second went 
out clean – both running later in the 
day. 
 
Hill 7. Wicked Juniper (10psi – 5) 
Didn’t feel like a great climb but the 
results indicate I was as good as a 
Beetle could be, the trouble I am having 
with this sort of day is that it feels so 
bad all the time when you can’t get up 
to the top end of the hills. And all the 
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reversing down with no view out of the 
back window and no blood in my brain 
was getting tedious. As we trundled 
along heading for the next hill just past 
Downwood Mill we found a blue Marlin 
beached in deep ruts - blocking the track 
completely. We reversed back down to 
him and a lot of manpower and Beetle 
tow snatching managed to get him out. 
Good deed for the day done - on we go. 
 
Hill 8. Pheasants Run (14psi – 4) No 
restart to think about and if I recall 
another flat-out attempt. Best in class 
was a 2 so not a huge loss. I guess the 
tyre pressures had been chosen before 
Saturday’s rain. So, it was dire for 
everyone which is the main thing. 
 
Hill 9. Fred’s Folly (16psi – 9) Well this 
was a disaster. The hill was straight 
forward enough but not too steep. To 
make it a challenge for classes 3 to 8 we 
had a deviation part way up but not far 
up at all. We had plenty of speed and I 
flicked it left at the deviation and 
something happened – we stopped 
dead. No reason I could see. We 
reversed back to reveal a loose rock 
which certainly wasn’t visible as I went 
in. The front tyre had kicked it up and it 
had landed in front of the left rear killing 
any traction instantly. So that really was 
depressing but just the way the day was 
running I guess. 
 
Hill 10. Cat’s Cradle (Observed Test 
no tyre restrictions) Well it looked ok. 
Plunge downhill, slight left all over B then 
reverse up and left over C and straddle 
D for a time. Never get complacent 
about pressures, the next hill was 14psi 
so rather than go down and up for the 
umpteenth time I thought I would be ok. 
How wrong, can’t see out the back due 
to the tyre rack and a heavy Beetle trying 
to reverse up a steep hill with no weight 
on the wrong pressures goes nowhere. 
Depression setting in now – and it was 
all my own fault. But the results show all 
the Beetles in 6 had the same problem – 
but you don’t know that at the time! 

Hill 11. Cats Wood (14psi No Restart - 
8) I should have remembered this but 
didn’t, barrelling up the hill it’s a horribly 
sharp left then immediate right into a 
nightmare where 7 and 8 do their 
restarts. A Beetle isn’t as nimble or 
throwable as a Dutton and I didn’t quite 
make the corner. The best in class was 
local man Derek Thompson who got to 4 
– how did he do that?  
 
Hill 12. Merve’s Swerve (12psi No 
restart - 6) One hill I always remember 
is Merve’s Swerve. Great that there is no 
restart today for me but still what felt like 
an impossible jump through the hole left 
by the restart brigade exposing wet roots 
and zero grip. In retrospect the line was 
undrivable for me in that car but there 
was a faint possibility that slightly to the 
left may have worked out. Too late now 
but these notes may help me next time – 
who knows. The class winning Beetle 
running 80 cleared so either it was 
drying out or he found that line. I must 
ask him. 
 
Hill 13. Climperwell (12psi Restart - 
Clear) When we got there and waited 
two cars came reversing out which 
seemed to indicate it was harder than 
normal as it’s not steep – just very 
muddy and rutty. Off we shot trying 
desperately trying to stay in the ruts – 
the front of the car leapt out a couple of 
times which was a heart stopper, but I 
managed to get it back. Restart was fine 
and another couple of tank slappers later 
we fired up into the road clear. I have 
now realised that the front track on this 
Beetle doesn’t match the average rut. I 
proved it later with a slow drive out of a 
rutted field, the front just kept trying to 
climb up and out of the rut instead of 
following it. Maybe small spacers are 
needed. A suitable quote from Jeremy 
Clarkson “The steering acts primarily in 
and advisory capacity. You can twirl it to 
your hearts content but if the front 
wheels are feeling militant, they will 
simply ignore any instruction from the 
management”. 
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Hill 14. Bulls Bank 1 (12psi Restart - 
Clear) Bulls Bank has caught me out in 
the past so I was taking no chances off 
the restart. I trickled till it moved then 
built the speed until it was easy to drive 
the rest. All the good Beetles were clear 
but at least I hadn’t gone wrong. 
 
Hill 15. Talbot’s Terror (no 
restrictions No Restart - 8) Section 
devised no doubt by Carl and a serious 
hill to separate out the field. It went ok 
for an 8 which felt bad at the time, but 
the best of the Beetles only managed a 
7 so maybe not so bad. 
 
Hill 16. Badger’s Run (8psi Special 
Test - clear) We watched at the lofty 
holding point and the quagmire on the 
downhill clockwise circle looked to be 
killing a few cars off. I didn’t want to take 
the chance so went very slow and kept it 
just about on the high line then nailed it 
to spin around hit the sharp left fast and 
climb out. Clear was all I wanted the 
time was immaterial to me. 
 
Hill 17. Jerry’s (12psi - 1) Final hill – 
thank god! What a day, late, late, late 
but still in daylight. Hit this one well and 
drifted through the various curves nicely 
on tyres made of clay - until the final 
climb. We got 1 on this, equal best for a 
Beetle so I was pleased with that – 
especially on 12psi. The track out of the 
woods was completely blocked as an X-
90 was changing a wheel. Gary Brown’s 
Fugative went downhill to the right and 
then back up to clear. Phil Aubrey went 
left with the yellow Dutton but there was 
very little room and the slippery high 
side caught him out. A zero speed back 
end slide back into the ruts placed Phil 
neatly in the side if the X-90. The sound 
of fiberglass complaining was all the 
damage I think. All a bit… tense. We 
turned right and followed Gary’s path 
around the incident. 
 
Sign off – a pint and home. We drove 
back to the Golf Club, removed the mud 
wear and signed off. The best part of the 

day was getting three awards in a box 
from last year’s Stroud events. One 
thing was sure in my mind, I was 
absolutely nowhere on this one. So, the 
results show my third outing in a Beetle 
wasn’t quite as dire as I’d thought. We 
finished fourth in class and IF ONLY 
Axe, the Ladder and Fred’s Folly had 
gone to plan that would have been third.  
Guinness and a chat make the world 
seem a far better place. We drove 
home, no punctures, no damage so all 
was well. Filled back up with cheap 
petrol and the engine sounded so much 
sweeter. Got all the way to my gate and 
all the electrics packed up – no idea why 
at the moment. So actually that was 
very lucky, if the engine had packed up 
on one of the many quagmire hills I 
really would have had something to 
moan about.  
 
As ever the Stroud club ran a 
challenging trial brilliantly and the entry 
of over 80 reflects why we all just love 
the Clouds. A high scoring day but hey, 
what else would we be doing. Thanks to 
all the marshals, the organisers, the 
spectators and the cat and her kittens 
for brightening up the day. See you all 
next year… God willing! And if you want 
to see it from inside a class 6 Beetle this 
link on u-tube gets you the main hills 
from the guy who actually did finish 3rd 
in class. And it’s a lot steeper than any 
of this looks! https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=f25tsLl0dgM 
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Cotswold Clouds Trial, 14th 
February 2018 by Terry Hart 
 

A fter a very early start we arrived 
at Stonehouse SKF Trailer 
Park, which is always very 
good, with plenty of room for 

cars and trailers. We unloaded and then 
it was off to the start at Fromebridge 
Mill, where scrutineering was well 
organised and quickly over. After 
signing on it was a hot cup of tea, 
breakfast and a warm, as the weather 
was very cold, but dry. Our start time 
was 8.28. 
 
Section 1, Alf’s Delight. No restarts. This 
was a nice warm up section and we had 
no problems. From here the entry split in 
two. Odd numbers went to Crooked 
Mustard and evens to Axe. 
 
Section 2, Axe. No restart. Tyre 
pressure 12psi. The delay was about 15 
minutes as some cars were having a 
problem getting up, as the ruts were 
quite deep and it’s a long way to reverse 
back. The sun was really shining now, 
but a cold wind would really dry out this 
section. We had no problem. 
 
Section 3. Crooked Mustard. No restart. 
No tyre restrictions. The delay here was 
about 15 to 20 minutes, which wasn’t 
bad for this section. Splitting the entry 
really helps with the delay. This section 
you really have to know your way up. 
From the start line up to a right-hand 
hairpin and then up to a left-hand 
hairpin. Then it’s right up a rock slab 
and full on. Once again we got up, 
which always makes our day. 
 
Section 4. Nailsworth Ladder. Restart 
class 8. Tyre pressure 14psi. From the 
start line it was sharp right up a very 
rocky track to the restart line, where for 
the first time in all my trialling tears we 
got off the restart line! There were a lot 
of spectators here, which is good to see. 
Section 5. Ham Mill. Restart class 8. 

Tyre pressure 14psi. From the start line 
it’s up a stony track to the restart 
boards. This was very slippery and with 
a slight right-hand bend. This certainly 
caught out a few class 8 cars, but with 
some tyre smoke we got away OK. 
 
Section 6. Bryan’s. Separate start lines. 
Tyre pressure 12psi. From the class 8 
start line it was quite steep and very 
slippery. We had to round to the right 
and then up to the left and then to the 
right again. We made it to the No 1 
board. 
 
Section 7. Wicked Juniper. Tyre 
pressure 12psi. A few yards after the 
start line we turn right up hill and it gets 
very steep and very slippery. We got to 
number 4 and then there was a long 
reverse back down and I felt I was not 
really in control! 
 
Section 8. Pheasant’s Run. Restart 
class 8. Tyre pressure 14psi. When we 
got here no class 8 had got off the 
restart, so this was the section to pull a 
few marks back. We got to the restart 
OK and pulled away without too much of 
a problem and climbed to the 4-marker, 
so we were feeling quite good about 
this, only to be told that I had stopped 
before the restart line! Sometimes this is 
quite difficult when the restart is on a 
bend. I was a bit disappointed, but they 
tell me the marshals are always right, so 
it was 8 marks. 
 
Section 9. Fred’s Folly. Class 8 
deviation at the 10-marker. Tyre 
pressure 19psi. From the start line it 
was 100 yards to the deviation, left and 
uphill. All OK here. 
 
Section 10. Cat’s Cradle Observed Test. 
Cleans/Fails. No tyre pressure limit. 
Start on line A to stop all wheels over 
line B, reverse until all wheels over line 
C, drive forward to stop astride line D. 
 
Section 11. Catswood. Restart classes 7 
& 8. Tyre pressure 16psi. It was sharp 
left and then immediately right to the 
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restart, where we try to stop on the top 
of the tree root. We did this but still 
couldn’t get away. 
 
Section 12. Merve’s Swerve. Restart 
classes 7 & 8. Tyre pressure 14 psi. 
This section is always very slippery. 
From the start line we try to keep left, 
hopefully to get a better line for the 
restart, but we made a complete mess 
of it and ended up sideways by the 
restart markers. Gain a 7. 
 
Section 13 Climperwell. Restart all 
classes. Tyre pressure 16psi. from the 
start line we have to stay in the ruts. We 
had no problem on the restart. All OK. 
 
Section 14. Bulls Bank. Restart all 
classes. Tyre pressure 16psi. It is a long 
way up to the resart line and it is always 
very slippery, but with a light right foot, 
second gear and a little tyre smoke we 
get away OK. 
 
Section 15. Talbot’s Terror. Another 
section that was very steep, muddy and 

slippery. We went flat out in second 
gear and got to the 5-marker. With the 
weather as it was this section would dry 
out a lot – certainly a disadvantage to 
early numbers and we were running 
number 9. 
 
Section 16. Badger’s Run Observed 
Test. Straight forward A to B, with no 
tyre restrictions. 
 
Section 17. Jerry’s. Tyre pressure 14psi. 
This section was again very muddy and 
sweeps round to the right, then left and 
finally very steeply right again. We got to 
the 1 marker 
 
From here it’s the drive back to the 
finish at the Minchinhampton Old Golf 
Course to sign off, have a pint of beer 
and then back to the trailer park. I would 
like to thank the Stroud Motor Club’s 
organising team – Carl Talbot, Mark 
Hobbs, Nigel Scotford and all the 
marshals for a very good trial. 
 

Northern Classic Trial by 
John Charles 
 

F irst let me confess, it is my 
favourite for several reasons: 
the start venue is modern with 
plenty of parking, great food not 

fancy, it's a farm auction mart. The 
sections are in the forests. The views 
fantastic, snow-capped mountains, 
lakes and more, it just ticks all the 
boxes for me. Anyway after the drive up 
the previous night, a night in a warm 
bed, breakfast awaited at Wigton. 
 
Scrutineering completed and little 
socialising done we checked for 
amendments and noted tyre pressure 
limits. The entry 38 motorbikes, 26 cars 
with 5 non-starters. What appeared to 
be an even class spread of motorbikes, 
the cars also, except just 1 each class - 
1, 4, 6a. 

 
 My fellow Liege runners were all a little 
different mechanically, Ray Ferguson 
was running a supercharged Suzuki 
993cc, Roger Goldthorpe a 848cc 
Reliant, Richard Irvine a 998cc Toyota, 
myself a pretty standard Suzuki 993cc. 
The other person with a Liege 
connection Julian Lack now in a Suzuki 
GV 2000! Well he is getting on a bit 
now and a roof and heater obviously 
appeal plus he can take his boy! 
 
The first section Carlislegate 7 miles 
away had a small queue so the chance 
to observe was taken to view, sparks 
flying from below some cars. It is very 
rutted with one or two very deep so 
tyres were left alone to maximise 
ground clearance for a clean as did 
most. A further 10 or so miles via a 
simple diversion took us into the forest 
to Setmurthy. 
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Observed test 1, Setmurthy was a tried 
and tested, start on A forward all wheels 
past C reverse all wheels past B forward 
and back to stop astride A.  Well at this 
point it started to rain some had hoods 
up some not we opted for none. 7 bikes 
failing just 2 cars, fortunately not us. A 
few hundred yards up a very slippery 
bank took us to Watch Hill. 
 
Watch Hill Section 2, was very loose 
mud with a generous helping of tree 
roots. There were separate routes, 
different re-start lines and it was raining. 
Quite a queue formed as we watched 
most go out to the right then attempt to 
turn left to miss the worst mud a number 
of fails including 12s resulting. 
Fortunately the car before me took a 
radical route going left straight into the 
mud but it worked. I had been told to do 
that in previous years but dare not so 
after a quick confab tyres at 5lb left we 
went made and got the restart for a 
clean followed by a trip through the 
undergrowth taking us on a short 1-mile 
track to Telf’s Challenge. 
 
Section 3 Telf’s Challlenge. A small 
queue keeping to one side to let the fails 
out. Next Stuart Bartlett pushed out with 
no clutch, retirement and an early trip 
home. The section starts with a steep 
stoney bank up to the right levelling out 
to the slipperiest track, grip is non 
existent and you slide towards the trees. 
5 being our best shot. To turn my son 
literally slid the front round, it was that 
slippery. The marshals saying it was an 
easy maneuver. Of the cars only Bill 
Bennett managed a clean. At least it had 
stopped raining, we never put the hood 
up. Sunshine now greeting us for the 
rest of the day. We retraced our steps to 
Black Hole. 
 
Section 4 Black Hole. A short queue and 
two joggers passed, my son eyes on the 
opposite sex commenting how they "ran" 
past only to walk when passing us! The 
section starts off muddy followed by 
steep ruts up to a restart, then on 

upwards with a turnaround at the top. 
We managed a clean. I think I am 
correct this is where Michael Chatwin 
had a problem turning at the top. Just 
over a mile took us out of the forest via a 
gate passing more joggers and a dog 
walker. 10 miles taking us through 
Cockermouth to Whinlatter Forest the 
entrance controlled by Blood Bikes 
Cumbria, not needed professionally I 
hope! 
 
Section 5 Cheshire Cat's Smile was next 
a very muddy blast rising to the right, my 
excuse is I wanted to make the right turn 
so didn't go hard enough for a 8, 5 
seemed to be the norm. Dave Cook was 
lying in wait, camera cocked, round the 
corner. Further in to the forest led to 
Long Crag. 
 
Long Crag, section 6, a stoney uphill 
through the trees with for us a restart 
and a clean. No section 7 we partially 
retraced our steps before turning left to 
Ladyside. 
 
Ladyside, section 8. My memory has 
gone blank but we managed a 3. 
Leaving the Forrest 10 miles taking us 
back into the forest for Big Cockup. 
 
Section 9 Big Cockup. It's a rutted uphill 
track turning right the marshal saying if 
we made the restart we would clean it. 
We didn't, 7 our score getting beached 
our downfall. A few did clean mostly the 
high up ones. Roughly round the corner 
to Little Cockup. 
 
Section 10 Little Cockup. Starts uphill 
into the trees getting more rutted 
followed by two back jarring dips/holes 
then you see a banked up hill left hander 
it's full welly the banking taking you 
round hopefully with enough momentum 
for a clean, our score. A little further 
takes to Kestrel's Roost. 
 
Section 11 Kestrel's Roost. A muddy 
uphill track looked after by Jonathan 
Toulmin. Apparently you can turn round 
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at the top but only Chris Maries can 
confirm this, it was a 3 for us. A three-
mile run through the forest took us on to 
Routen Romp. Here and in the rest of 
the forest we passed joggers, walkers 
and dog walkers, these places are so 
vast with for me few landmarks. I often 
wonder if many get lost? 
 
Routine Romp 12. I must admit my 
favourite. A queue formed as the 
marshals struggled with fails. The man 
in charge saying he had two recovery 
Land Rovers, his people had 6 radios 
and still there were delays. Great bloke, 
he was talking about driving the Stelvio 
Pass - lucky man. At last our turn, a 
long grippy hill turned left to a taped 
deviation, then back on to the main 
track for the infinity finish. Feeling 
devilish I floored the end was air bound 
over the section end just managing to 
stop before the large expanse of water 
apparently some bikes went swimming. 
A few yards further Falcon's Crest. 
 
13 Falcons Crest. The highest on the 
trial an organisers comment "it's 1200 
feet/ 370 meters above sea level. To 
the west the next highest place is 
probably Canada". With a separate 
start line the stoney track starts up to 
the right before turning sharp left to 
section end and a reverse down. We go 
clean and admire the view over lake 
Bassenthwaite far below and distant 
snow-capped mountains, presumably 
they are in the east. Shortly to Where 
Eagles Dare. 
 
14 Where Eagles Dare. A short steep 
curving surprisingly grippy track to a 
relatively easy stop and reverse out and 
down to the forest entrance with 
Wythop positioned on the surfaced end. 
 
Observed test 2. Mainly surfaced and 
downhill with a very sharp right made 
tighter by the need to go the far side of 
a cone placed on the outside of the 
corner, passing C all wheels over B 
reversing over the previous passed C 

then forward to astride the distant D 
where the frozen lady marshal gave us 
31 sec. I had been steady as it looked 
tempting to rush which would most 
likely have been counter-productive. 
Ten miles takes us to Solway View after 
stopping for a horse rider enjoying a 
sunny ride out. 
 
Section 15 Solway View, section 1 re-
named and run in reverse, this time 
with a restart, all clear and just the ruts 
to negotiate non competitively on the 
way out and shortly to Sandale. 
 
Last section Sandale no 16 with a 
restart. It’s a sticky muddy uphill track 
with deep ruts so plenty right foot, the 
track guiding you, the final clear. We 
park up for a while to watch, feeling 
sorry for Alan Bee his little Austin 
Seven nearly on the door handles but 
keeping going only to fail inches from 
the top for a 1. A final 6 miles taking us 
via views of the Solway Firth and 
southern Scotland back to Hopes 
Auction Mart. Load up remove muddy 
shoes and clothes before signing off 
and a pre ordered hot meal.  
 
The provisional results give a win to car 
64 David Read in an Austin seven on14 
with Nicola Butcher second on 19 third 
going to Mark Smith on 21 the latter two 
Beetle propelled. 
 
At the finish a photographer was 
viewing his work, I had a look and 
apparently he was from a German 
magazine doing a article. I did hear 
people asking him for information but 
don't know the outcome it did intrigue 
me but we wanted to get off home. 
 
Thanks to all for a cracking event. 
Those of you who can ought to come 
next year and you won't be 
disappointed. See you out somewhere, 
say hello. 
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Fell Side Northern Trial 2018 
by Richard Parker 

B ased, as usual, at Hopes 
Auction Mart in Wigton, this 
year's Northern Trial took 
place in ideal trialing weather, 

fine above ground, distinctly claggy 
underfoot. Car entries this year were 
slightly down overall but class 2 had 7 
runners, Bill Bennet's MG, 4 Austin 
Sevens, a Riley 9 and a Ford Pop. After 
formalities, off we went to what has 
become the customary first section, 
Carlislegate Lane. Although of modest 
gradient, this lane has ruts deep enough 
to upscuttle a car and this year they had 
become even more challenging. 
Presumably the lane is used 
occasionally, probably by the 4x4 
enthusiasts who keep it competitive! In 
our Austin, with its narrow track, it was 
possible to keep extreme right, thus 
missing the worst of the ruts and we ran 
through successfully as did most of the 
entry. 

10 miles of road run took us to 
Setmurthy Forest to the first observed 
test which we completed satisfactorily 
then a short distance to Section 2, 
Watch Hill, which was marsalled by 
members of Preston Vintage Car Club. A 
very sticky start area with a 120-degree 
loop defeated a number of runners. 
Those who got away then had to deal 
with a restart which claimed more 
victims including us. Next, and close by, 
was the now familiar Telf's Challenge, 
the steep start which has usually proved 
too much for us as it did again this year. 
The results showed that this section 
penalised all car competitors. A few 
yards further down the forest track was 
another old favourite, Black Hole. There 

was a delay here while a competitor who 
had become stuck across the section 
was winched out by the recovery team. 
Over the years, this section has always 
beaten me but this year we were 
pleased to clear it along with a majority 
of runners. 

Back onto tarmac and a further run of 10 
miles through Lorton onto Whinlatter 
Pass took us to Hobcarton Plantation 
where there were three sections. 
Cheshire Cat's Smile (why?) was used 
for the first time last year and was 
another section which took marks off 
everyone. Long Crag is an enjoyable 
section, a good blast up a steep, stony 
incline. Most cars were clear here except 
for a few from the classes who had to 
contend with a restart. Ladyside is 
another regular which looks very rough 
but affords enough traction to have a 
real go, although nobody cleaned it this 
year. 

Running as we do in numbered order, 
competitors inevitably see only a limited 
number of other cars. This year we 
found ourselves in company with a 
regular group, - Sean Bramhall in his 
Riley 9 special which is a well-known 
vintage trials car, Alan Bee in his very 
successful Austin 7 saloon (which 
performed really well on this trial), Dave 
Nicholson in another Austin 7 which I 
had not seen before, John Bell, who has 
changed from MG TA to Dutton Melos, 
and Bill Bennett in his always 
competitive MG J2. Keith Dobinson, 
another long time Austin 7 user had this 
time opted for comfort in an X90. 

The next group of sections were in Beck 
Wythop forestry, well known to regular 
triallers. Big Cockup was (maybe still is) 
used by the VSCC in its Lakeland Trial 
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when it was called "Prickly" and it 
certainly proved a big cockup for us. It 
looks innocuous enough, but we had 
difficulty leaving the start line and lost 11 
points. Other competitors managed it 
seemingly without difficulty. Conversely, 
the next section, Little Cockup, with its 
big ruts and sharp turn at the end, looks 
tough but has good grip and was 
successfully climbed by most runners.  

On then to Kestrel's Roost with Jonathan 
Toulmin on the start line. I remember 
this from last year when it proved 
extremely difficult with big losses. This 
year there was better traction off the 
start and most cars made decent 
progress past the markers.  

Next was Routen Romp, another familiar 
VSCC hill. This is a fairly long section 
which starts off with a decent hard 
surface until after the left-hand bend 
when grip is hard to find. Results show 
approx. a 50-50 split between clears and 
penalties and for the second year in 
succession, we were pulled out by the 
Land Rover after failing at the 5-marker. 
Alan Bee and Bill Bennett were among 
the clear runners. I have forgotten any 
details about Falcon's Crest which 
produced mixed results, but I do recall 
Where Eagles Dare which we cleaned 
along with the rest of the entry. Backing 
down this section demanded great care 
and concentration. Before leaving Beck 
Wythop we completed the second 
Observed Test. 

On the road again we travelled to 
Solway View which was the opposite 
end of Carlislegate Lane, the first section 
of the trial. The observed part was 
straight forward and included a restart 
and with one exception was cleared by 
everyone. To exit, we had to travel over 

the Carlislegate Lane section with its 
scary ruts, but in the opposite direction. 

Last, but absolutely not least, is the 
trial's piece de resistance, Sandale. It is 
the only section available to spectators 
and, as usual, was packed with 
enthusiastic onlookers. Over the many 
years I have been doing this event, I 
have never cleaned this section. This 
year, we got further than ever before, 
only a few yards from the 'section ends' 
boards to score a 1! So close but no 
cigar. One day maybe?  

A short run took us back to Wigton to 
sign off and enjoy a beer and good food 
at Hopes Auction Mart. We had enjoyed 
a really good event with fine, mild 
weather for a welcome change. Sections 
were challenging, just as we like them 
and the organisation was first class as 
always. Well done Fell Side and thanks 
to all concerned.  

Mention should be made of the best 
overall performance by, yes, an Austin 7! 
Regretably, I did not see this car 
performing but the loss of only 14 points 
with 11 out of 15 sections cleaned is a 
truly remarkable result. 

Back home, on Sunday morning, I spent 
about two hours washing and cleaning 
the poor old car of an enormous 
accumulation of mud. It had taken a 
pounding on the trial and there were a 
few loose fastenings to deal with. When I 
fired up the engine it was smoking badly 
and when dismantled, this proved to be 
just a broken oil ring on No. 1 piston. I 
have trialled this car since 1971 so it has 
had a hard life but vintage Austins were 
made from high quality materials and are 
very tough. Hopefully, both car and 
driver have a few more trialing years left! 
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Northern Classic Trial 
by Roger Morris 
 

M y wife and I travelled to 
Cumbria in my son’s van on a 
beautiful sunny day. I used 
his van as it kept the bike dry, 

unlike using the trailer, as I usually have 
to. Linda, my wife, visits our daughter in 
Maryport. I am booked into the Wheyrigg 
Hotel, Wigton, with other competitors. 
Breakfast on Saturday was at 6am, then 
a 4-mile ride to Hopes Auction Mart for 
7am scrutineering, which was completed 
successfully. It had rained all night and 
was still drizzling in the wind, so 
waterproof jacket and trousers were 
essential. Set off time was 8.20am with 
Roger Gill and John Boothroyd. 
 
Section 1, Carlislegate Lane. 
Motorcycles use right hand side of the 
lane, which is a slippery up hill slope. To 
the left is a deep rut and trouble! Out of 
the section and all OK. The front wheel 
skids a few times in the next half mile, 
through the farmland and out onto 
tarmac. It is 10.7 miles to the next 
section. A road closure, so a detour past 
the brewery took us to Setmurthy Gate, 
and into the forest for: 
 
Observed Test 1, Setmurthy. This 
involved a circular loop on a slope, and 
the motorcycle instructions were: start 
on line AA, stop astride BB, immediately 
continue round the course twice, 
passing AA – BB without stopping, to 
stop astride line AA. Timed to stop at 
AA. Time taken 36 seconds! Observed 
tests are not my strong point! 200 yards 
up the track to: 
 
Section 2, Watch Hill. There were half 
a dozen bikes in the queue here, which 
had two restarts and two routes for 
different classes, so there was much 
debating on what to do, and keenly 
watching how the other riders are 
tackling it. Getting a foot on the floor 
between the start and the 12-point loss 

on flat ground was a threat in the mud! 
My turn followed, I took the correct route 
(left at the crossroads) through the trees 
to the white restart; I got away OK, but 
feet down after, 4 marks gone. Forest 
path/track to: 
 
Section 3, Telf’s Challenge. This is an 
uphill slope with a steep start, too much 
throttle caused my wheel to spin up and 
I had to foot, 10 marks gone. I rode the 
rest of the section OK. Half a mile along 
the track: 
 
Section 4, Black Hole. A short wait with 
much humour from John and Roger at 
the loss of my 10 marks! I was 
apprehensive at the restart of Black 
Hole, as I had a heavy crash here last 
year. All OK to the restart, a good pull 
away and clean to the finish. The 
hardest part is turning round to return 
though the section. Forest track for 1.3 
miles to the exit. We then turned left 
onto the road for 4 miles to 
Cockermouth for fuel and a coffee. 
Sheltering with other riders from the 
heavy rain. The morning had been OK 
with a bit of sun and clear views. 
Leaving Cockermouth and heading 
towards Winlatter, a distance of about 
10 miles, the rain had stopped. The 
forest gate at Winlatter was manned by 
Blood Bikes, Cumbria. Thanks to Rod 
Wickman and his team. Along the forest 
track to: 
 
Section 5, Cheshire Cat’s Smile. Had 
a good ride from the gate, but 
unfortunately I do not remember the 
details of this section. There was no 
restart and I cleaned it. 
 
Section 6, Long Crag. Start of forest 
track, uphill through the trees, restart 
box and up to the finish, turn and return; 
all clean. 
 
Section 7. There was no section 7. 
 
Section 8, Ladyside. The start is 
through a dark forest tunnel, with plenty 
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of exposed tree roots. Restart on left 
hand turn. I managed to get away, but 
came to a halt in the mud, 5 marks lost. 
A ride back to the exit gate and left back 
across Winlatter Pass to Peil Wyke 
Gate, which was a ride of about 10.5 
miles. Manned by the VSCC, all visitors/
competitors are logged in/out at the 
gate. 
 
Section 9, Big Cock-Up.  This section 
was muddy and rutted with a restart 
which went OK, onwards and upwards 
to the end, all OK. A half mile forest 
track to: 
 
Section 10, Little Cock-Up. A rutted 
track with a ‘wall of death’ corner, and 
up the hill, I finished all OK. A ride to the 
next section of 1.5 miles, a lovely blue 
sky to enjoy as we made our way to: 
 
Section 11, Kestrel’s Roost.  From the 
start the section is out of sight, which 
hides a steep climb. I have never got up 
this! It leaves you struggling to get with 
the bike!! Three marks lost. Three miles 
then to: 
 
Section 12, Routen Romp. This start 
was a forest track, which becomes 
rutted, then right off the track through a 
taped off diversion through trees, then 
back to the track and a shale climb to 
the finish. Section is at least half a mile 
long – great! Then a short ride to: 
 
Section 13, Falcon’s Crest. This 
section is 370 metres above sea level. 
The area has been logged, so the views 
are wonderful in the sunshine. You can 
see Scotland over the Solway Firth, 
Bassenthwaite and Skiddaw round the 
corner with snoo[w capping the top. The 
track winds through the tree roots and 
left up the hill to a dead end, all clean on 
this section. A short ride with more 
views to: 
 
Section 14, Where Eagles Dare. A 
steep, muddy, stony and exposed hill 
top track, plenty of throttle here does the 

job. Stop at the end, turn and return 
down, all clean. A short ride down to: 
 
Observed Test 2, Wythrop. A small 
queue here, so time to view other 
competitors’ efforts – this proved very 
entertaining! Instructions: Start on line 
AA, forward to make a full circle of cone, 
ignoring the CC and BB. Go forward to 
stop astride line DD, all downhill. My run 
recorded 21.8 seconds. All OK. Log out 
at Peil Gate for road ride past 
Bassenthwaite and Skiddaw. Ten miles 
to: 
 
Section 15, Solway View. This is a run 
in reverse of Section 1, Carlisegate, a 
lane with a new section on the other 
side of the hill. Plenty of mud up hill, all 
OK here. Right at the ‘T’ junction, 1.5 
miles to: 
 
Section 16, Sandale. Sandale is 
always a challenge, a steady climb for 
half a mile, deep ruts made by farm 
traffic. I got cross rutted and required 
two marshals to pick the bike off me!! 5 
points lost here. Only three cleans out of 
38 riders! From the high ground here in 
winter sunshine you see Skiddaw, down 
the valley to Cockermouth and across 
the Carlisle plain to Scotland. The views 
are stunning. 
 
A five-mile run now to Hopes Auction 
Mart and the finish. Sign off. It was a 
great trial, well organised and well 
marshalled. Thank you all for your 
assistance on the day. A superb hot 
roast dinner was extremely welcome. 
Thank you to all the caterers, Fred Mills 
and the Fellside Auto Club for such a 
great day. I finished 16th out of 38 with 
27 marks lost. I am very happy with that 
result and had a smile on my face all 
day!! 
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Torbay Trial 
photos by 

Dave Cook 
on Simms 

 
 
 

 
Jeremy Salter & 
Tommy Stilwell , 

Suzuki X-90 

 
 
 
Richard 
Maddern & 
Chris 
Barnicoat,  
BSU KTM 

 
 
 
 

Simon Groves & 
Keelan Hancock, 

Troll 
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Lands End Tri
Dave C

 
 
 

Michael Hocking, class R,
on Orange 
 
 
 

Tim & Samuel Pe

 
 
 
 

John & Jo Guy, 
class 0, Toyota 

MR2 on Orange 

 
 
 
Paul Lecornu, 
class 0, CCM GP 
450 on Orange 
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Trial photos by 
e Cook 

 
 
 

s R, TR5  

Pellow, class 8, Dellow on 
Warleggan 

 
 
 
Richard Feather 

& Andy 
Westlake, class 
1, Peugeot 206 

on Warleggan  

 
 
 
Thomas Collett, 
class B, Honda 
Cub on Warleggan 
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Cotswold 
Clouds 
photos on 
Merve’s 
Swerve 
photos by 
Dave Cook 
 
 

Mark Rosten-
Edwards & Bill 

Rosten, Hillman 
Imp  

 
 
 
Kelly Thomas,  
Ford Escort 

 
 
 
 
Ian Facey, BMW 23 
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Torbay Report by Duncan 
Stephens 
 

T he ACTC dinner the night before 
no doubt boosted entries to 
nearly capacity with a good mix 
across all the classes. However 

the weather man was going to have 
something to say. The Beast from the 
East Mk 2 was forecast over the 
weekend to hit the south west again 
putting much doubt over whether the 
event would run at all. 
 
Dave Haizelden and Keith Sanders 
especially put a huge amount of effort 
into organising everything to do with this 
trial virtually single-handed so 
cancellation would be incredibly hard 
after all the months of effort by these 
two SS1 drivers. Many calls over 
Facebook even at 6am confirmed the 
trial would go ahead, perhaps bravely 
but the forecast was for light snow 
during the day and none was on the 
roads in Exeter at dawn.  
 
Personally Dave had offered me a drive 
of an SS1 earlier in the month, which 
was gratefully accepted more so the 
preceeding week to find out it would be 
in Aaron’s event car. Aaron reliably 
informed me the car was in Camel 
Classic winning specification and I met 
him and passenger Nick Farmer at PDQ 
to collect the days chariot. A short trip to 
scrutineering, whereby the police were 
been ably calmed by Dave and signing 
on. Shortly off in batches of five. No 
doubt due to the weather 17 (out of 53) 
cars and 26 (out of 40) bikes none 
started. Perhaps the bikers have more 
sense than us car drivers.  
 
A brave 40 competitors ventured from 
the start on the snow route that had 
been issued to a couple of new sections 
at Ashford, a 4x4 complex whereby the 
4x4 trial had been cancelled!! Two fairly 
simple sections that saw a fair amount 
of bumpy grip with the majority of the 

cars going clear on both. Aaron had 
borrowed Dave’s SS1 to see what the 
differences were and the bigger engine, 
however the rear wishbone pulled out on 
the second section resulted in an 
extremely disappointed Aaron limping 
back to collect the famous Golf, and 
Duncan feeling terrible not knowing what 
pressures to run all day!  
 
Some followed the snow route, some 
forgot, to Combehead’s and all the clean 
sheets vanish in an instant. Simon 
Groves in his lovely sounding Troll, that 
Nigel Allen had to fix at the start, was 
best with a two with a couple of other 
class 8s next. James Shallcross revelled 
launching the 205 to a four, along with 
Craig Allen and Matt Facey this time in 
the Compact having dominated the last 
two events in his blown E30, closely 
followed by Duncan who snicked second 
gear and a five and take the lead in the 
competitive class 5. Nick Deacon had 
been very brave making the journey 
down the M5 to Bristol on a completely 
white motorway nearly turning round just 
as it cleared. Onto the second 
Combeshead section with two different 
restarts for the higher classes. Class 7 
didn’t move off their higher restart, while 
Charles Knifton and Stewart Green the 
only class 8 up. The three leading lights 
in class 5 cleaned, Duncan, Ian Facey 
and Nick Deacon. Three competitive 
1300 Beetles all sailed up easily with 
Sam Holmes debuting trials south of 
Bristol, and James Shallcross managed 
a two having never climbed Combehead 
Creek 
 
Over the road to three different John 
Grants Lane which saw an easy time for 
most of the saloon classes, but 7 and 8 
had a much tougher section seeing 
them all drop big scores but only 
troubled David Carter and John Cox in 
classes 1 to 5 who both retired here.  
 
A short run over to Gale Farm which 
was new last year. Not the normal steep 
field section but another dead straight 
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steepening climb which saw bike wheel 
tracks right up the top. However, the 
snow was now falling heavily and the 
conditions worsening by the second. 
Classes one to six here had scoring 
relief which was half the actual score 
you dropped, so a 9 became 4.5. On the 
road completely flat tyres were the order 
of the day, Ian Facey had a great 
climbed with the blower whistling to 
climb to a real three, shortly followed by 
Sam Holmes and Nick Deacon who 
excelled in the X90 for a four. However 
5mins later Duncan could only manage 
an eight after James Shallcross had 
been talked into trying 2nd gear but 
started with the steering wheel a turn 
out ended with a ten. The tape was 
obviously no use nor was second so the 
valves came out for Gale Extra.  
 
Paul Merson had the bonnet off 
between the section with a broken 
starter, but I would imagine a bit more. 
He was given a tow to get running but 
since class 8 had attempted Gale Extra 
conditions had dramatically whitened 
and he dropped three points to most of 
the class despite been down to 2psi. 
Sam, Ian and Matt Facey all managed 
sixes, but Ian reversed off to found a CV 
had gone. Duncan tried a different line 

and second gear 
and nearly managed 
to equal with a 
seven.  
 
On leaving Gale 
Extra our little group 
went for a tour of the 
lanes having missed 
the turn right by the 
white post, Useful in 
the snow. We 
eventually 
backtracked to find 
the route at which 
point it was obvious 
to all four crews!!! A 
steady trek to 
Islington as the 
snow continued to 

fall heavily turning all the roads white. 
Conversations within the SS1 were 
along the lines of surely we wont 
attempt all the sections in this.  
 
Penhale Climb saw Paul Merson grab 
those points back with a brilliant two 
after the restart was cancelled. None of 
the saloons got anywhere near in the 
woods behind Simms with Craig best at 
a six, and the rest stuck down the 
bottom amongst the tree roots.  
 
Onto Simms which was white. How 
surreal. Class 1 and 4 didn’t have a 
restart and the leading beetles all sailed 
up, Sam Holmes seeing Simms for the 
first time. Time for a restart next year for 
the Beetles. Class 5 fared well with five 
cleans and plenty of grip but none in 
class 3 did with Colin Perryman 
forgetting to stop. The middle restart for 
class 7 saw Ray Fergusson gently 
trickle all the way to the top along with 
leading Marlin Stuart Highwood. 
Meanwhile the men’s restart on the slab 
saw only Paul Merson out of the top. 
Lee Peck did get away but not all the 
way. Some fabulous historic photos of 
snow covered cars were taken here by 
Dave Cook and Peter Browne. 
Fabulous. 

(Photo  by Duncan Stephens) 
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A short trip over to 
Tipley where we were 
met by a red SS1 and 
Keith saying enough is 
enough the event ends 
after Tipley here’s your 
route to the finish. So 
prepared. Again Tipley 
had two different 
restarts to challenge all 
and here lots of rev 
limiter action. All but 
class 3 saw a clean. 
 
We then had a very 
snowy trip back to the 
start on back roads and 
a crawling A38, apart 
from trials cars. We did 
however see a tractor on the other 
carriageway overtaking slow moving 
cars!!! Having signed off at 1300 we had 
done ten challenging hills. However the 
finishing order was all over the place 
with half the cars making the long trip 
over to Kingswell, and the bikes littered 
all over the place. Class 8 cars 
struggled with frozen wipers, though 
Stuart and Kieren were probably wishing 
they had a screen as it took to 
Birmingham to thaw out in the tow car, 
but were still cheerful as ever at the 
finish.  
 
Was it right to run the trial. Yes. 
Was it right to stop the trial at Tipley. 
Definitely 
We managed ten challenging hills, none 
of which were climbed by the whole 
entry so well done Dave and Keith for 
your faith. A number of us sure thought 
you were beyond brave but it probably 
was the right decision in the end. Six 
inches of snow fell at Simms during the 
trial, totally unforecast with a only a 30% 
chance of snow on the BBC website all 
day.  
 
The biggest gratitude has to be to our 
faithful marshals on a day that didn’t 
get above freezing at all, let alone the 
snow and wind. THANK YOU.  
 

Craig Allen won the trial for the second 
time in three years dropping just 13.5 
with scoring relief, with Ian second on 
14.5 and Duncan on 17, thankfully 
beating Nick Deacon by half a point. 
Good job as I don’t suppose Aaron 
would have let that one go!!! Thank you 
Aaron and Dave for the loan of the car.  
 
Overall, Craig Allen, VW Beetle, 13.5 
Class 1, James Shallcross, Peugeot 
205, 20.5 
Class 3, Matt Facey, BMW Compact, 26 
Class 4, John White, VW Beetle, 18 
Class 5, Ian Facey, BMW Z3, 14.5 
Class 7, Ray Fergusson, Leige, 35 
Class 8, Charles Knifton, VW Special, 
29 
 
Hopefully everyone managed to get 
home safely and in a reasonably timely 
manner. James Shallcross was feeling 
adventurous avoiding the traffic strewn 
A30 and A38 to head over Dartmoor 
catching a Discovery with offroad tyres 
despite at times only been able to see 
50yards. Although a reminder appeared 
on facebook the following week that 
even when vehicles are on trailers we 
are still representing the sport and its 
amazing where you can be spotted. 

Stuart & Keiran Bartlett at the finish 
(Photo  by Duncan Stephens) 
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THOR HAMMER 
 

FULL RANGE OF SOFT FACED HAMMERS 
Copper, Rawhide, Plastics, Rubber, Brass…. 

 

We even still make branded hammers for  
your vintage car as per original 

 
Try Trago Mills or your local Engineers/Builders 

Merchants 
 

For our complete range, or to order on-line go to 
www.thorhammer.com 

 
Also Spark Resistant Tools – www.safetytools.co.uk  

BSW Accounting Services 
 

Qualified ACMA Accountant & ACIS Company Secretary offers  
accountancy services to local new or ongoing small businesses 

 Maximise Profit  & Cash Flow       Minimize Costs  
Self Employed, need help with your accounts or self assessment tax return 

on line?  Need to set up a Limited Company? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             

VAT   PAYE  NIC Pensions  Capital & Annual Investment allowances 
P&L Balance Sheet  Cash book  Purchase & Sale Books Cash Flow 

 
Free 1st consultation to work through options 

Contact - Barbara.selkirk@bswservices.co.uk 
www.bswservices.co.uk    01584 814594/ 07722 820933 
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 Lands End 2018  by Chris 
Poel 
 

C ompeting in the Lands End 
Trial in 2018 was not on my 
radar this year. I had several 
disappointments in the last few 

trials, having been very close to gold 
medals with the little c90 only to lose it 
on time schedule or other minor or silly 
errors, leaving me deflated and lacking 
any enthusiasm. I decided to miss the 
Edinburgh and then the Exeter.  In truth 
I was a little disheartened. 
 
Of cause all this was to change with a 
few selected words and the suggestion 
of a new challenge. I decided that my 
new motorcycle business (CP Classics) 
should have a stand at Telford Classic 
off-road show and it was here that, 
when I least expected it, the opportunity 
for motivation would present itself. This 
is where I caught up with Les Bowler. 
Starting with the normal catch up 
conversation before Les mentioned his 
BMW R26 that was prepared and ready 
to trial. He suggested that I take a look 
at the bike on the MCC Stand. I did and 
it was obviously well prepared, it was 
clear that Les had put huge amounts of 
effort to get the bike well sorted with lots 
of special details I admired. He offered 
me the bike for the Lands End with 
hopes of seeing some silverware.  
 
I thought long and hard before excepting 
the kind offer, the idea of another 
challenge far away from the C90 ethos 
finally sold it on me and I couldn’t resist, 
so I made a last-minute entry.  
 
Les prepared the bike and I collected it 
a week before to practice and learn its 
habits. The bike was set up on the Dyno 
and punched out 15bhp, which is similar 
to what we get from the tweaked C90. 
The R26 was strong and well made but 
does top the scales around the 300lb.  
 
 

Riding the bike was a pleasure, the 
gearbox had character but felt strong, it 
had a good road speed and had all the 
lights and map book equipment needed 
for night riding. I went to a local lane 
with a large hill with deep ruts each side 
from 4x4 use. After several hours going 
up and down the lane I learnt several 
things. 1 the weight was difficult to 
compensate for when the tyres let go in 
slippery mud. 2 the claimed 15 horses 
had bolted and felt more comparable to 
Shetland pony power. It needed great 
care to keep momentum up and let the 
engine rev freely. 
 
We were starting at Cirencester with the 
remaining 'Team Stepthrough' members 
Tom Collett and Steve Hand. Tom 
entered the event from the Popham start 
and had to ask Simon Woodall to help 
change his start. Cirencester is about an 
hour journey from our home in Stratford 
Upon Avon so we rode straight there. 
The weather looked nice but quickly 
showed us what was to come. Drop by 
drop it started to rain, it quickly got 
worse and by the time we reached 
Cirencester we were wet.....very wet. My 
clothing did well but it still leaked and 
this was just a short run from home. We 
scrutineered, signed on and went for 
some food before our official start time.  
 
One at a time we left on our prescribed 
minute, heading on the long run to the 
first control. I tried to enjoy the ride, but 
with so much rain water it became hard, 
the BMW had heated grips fitted which 
kept the spirits high. Arriving at the fuel 
stop couldn’t come quick enough. Ian 
Thompson was there, he was so cold he 
was shivering and immediately bought 
an extra coat. By the time we reached 
the control I had lost Tom and Steve 
and although I did go back to find them 
decided to press on! 
 
After a good breakfast and a few cups of 
tea I gradually thawed out. When the 
time came for me to leave on my minute 
Tom and Steve arrived having had 
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several issues with Steve’s bike. 
Obviously, I did the honourable 
thing........I left.  
 
With the weather still atrocious and 
visibility poor, I following Geoff Westcott 
to show me the way. The standing water 
splashes were deep and hard to see on 
the road surface, we had little time to 
slow down and got caught out several 
times where the bike and rider got 
drowned.  
 
The first section was Felon’s Oak. This 
is a difficult section on the C90 and I 
was focused to make sure the BMW 
would do well, I made it clean and 
without issue, but didn't feel at one with 
the bike. We had more road work and 
more water to navigate. Section 2 was 
Beggars Roost, a very easy section, I 
had a big surprise when the bike 
spluttered about 4 feet from the start 
line, I stalled. The bike restarted, 
climbing the section with ease. It felt like 
fuel starvation or more probable water in 
the carb. Section 3 Riverton was again 
not a difficult section but after a good 
start I slowed slightly on a turn and 
again it died.  
 
The next few sections I was so scared 
of the bike faltering i didn't drop the revs 
a bit and rode the sections like a cresta 
run. This seemed to resolve the problem 
at the cost of a little control. 
 
Crackington was the first hard section 
and test of the bike. The bike stormed 
up with revs mostly pinned and some 
energetic body lean we had a fantastic 
clean where several times we diced with 
death and survived. This was the 
moment I felt at one with the bike. It also 
was the time I realised the BMW 
handled better at speed.  
 
A couple of sections later we arrived at 
Laneskin. Needing plenty of momentum 
on the climb, I struggled to slow the bike 
down over the crest and recorded a fail 
on the turn in spite hanging on for grim 
death.  

 
The rain continued and I was 
contemplating how much enjoyment I 
get from these trials. When the rain 
beats you in to depression I can see 
why an evening in bed might seem more 
enticing. But with all MCC events the 
weather can turn and the later part of 
the trial was lovely, the sun was out and 
the views and sections were superb and 
I can honestly say the trauma of battling 
the rain was worth it for the later 
experience.  
 
The sections to Blue Hills were fun and 
all went to plan. The BMW was 
responding a little better so my 
confidence to reduce and play with the 
throttle in the sections returned. 
 
Blue Hills is always a special section. 
The first was filled in at the bottom but 
we still had the restart on the slope. The 
BMW wasn’t easy to get going but once 
moving it made it easily.  
 
Blue Hills 2 is slightly harder, although it 
didn’t ride smooth the bike seemed to 
flatten out whatever it hit, keeping going 
to the end cards with lots of support 
from the crowd. 
 
The bike was fun and rewarding to ride, 
on the right day its certainly capable of a 
medal and not beyond achieving a gold. 
Thanks to Les for the use of the bike 
and to all involved with making the 
Lands End Trial 2018 an enjoyable 
event. Just hope the Edinburgh has 
kinder weather. 
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Lands End Trial  
by Brian Hampson 
 

N ow that I’m retired, preparation 
for the event had been a little 
more leisurely and fortunately 
completed before Good Friday 

- it rained continuously during the day 
and as we would find out later, also 
through the night and next morning! 
 
There had been some major ‘fettling’ - I 
had broken the diff in the snow on the 
Torbay Trial a couple of weeks earlier 
and had fitted my ‘spare’, which had 
been rebuilt about 5 years ago following 
the last bit of transmission trouble. It 
was a little noisy, due we thought, a 
chipped pinion tooth, but seemed quiet 
under load. It’s a very low 4.45 ratio (we 
normally run a 4.1, standard on the car 
is a 3.9), but with an increased number 
of restarts, this could be a good thing 
albeit with a tendency to spin the wheels 
more easily. 
 
So off we went from Exmouth and soon 
on the A30 heading west to Plusha in 
the heavy rain. Visibility wasn’t great 
and as we came over a brow on the A30 
dual carriageway, we were met with full 
beam headlamps neatly parked on our 
nearside, with three damaged cars 
facing in the correct direction just 
beyond! It looked as though the torrents 
of water running across the carriageway 
had caused the accident, with one of 
them spinning. 
 
As ever, Plusha was seasonally wet and 
cold in the chilly northerly wind – I was 
very grateful that we had a roof and a 
heater although I learned that several of 
the VW saloons have no heater for a 
variety of reasons. Scrutineering and 
signing on (where we were told that the 
snow in North Devon had closed 
Porlock Hill) were completed 
characteristically smoothly before a 
quick wander in the car park where we 
saw a pair of beautifully prepped ‘sit up 
& beg’ Ford Pops entered by the Kalber 

family, as well as Mike Tucker’s Morris 
Minor sporting substantially more power 
than its designer ever envisaged!  
 
There was also Neil Christie in his 
luxurious BMW facelift Compact, 
complete with full beige leather trim and 
air conditioning, but apparently no 
heated seats. This was only the second 
time out for this car and it still looked in 
forecourt condition after a short outing 
on the Torbay. 
 
Our 1950 start time came and off we 
went towards the route check at Bow 
and on to Bridgewater Rugby Club for 
scrutineering by Graham Sweetland, 
(who we would see marshalling at 
Laneskin later). Our first breakfast of the 
day was soon found within the 
clubhouse and notably, the food was 
even better than usual! There were 
some very wet and cold bike riders there 
together with the open car entrants who 
were all trying to get warm and dry, 
before going out to face the elements 
again. 
 
A quick zzzzz in the car and it was 0020 
and time for the start proper. A quiet run 
(except for the noisy diff) out to Felons 
Oak and a historically very short restart 
box – front wheels in and off we went for 
an encouraging clean – it’s always good 
to start on a positive! 
 
We continued on towards Porlock, 
Lynmouth and Linton through the fog 
and rain which I think must have 
washed most of the snow away and into 
Barbrook which seemed very quiet – it’s 
usually overflowing with cars!  
 
We’d developed an engine problem, 
where it was fairly happy to tick over, 
but wouldn’t pick up easily even on 
overrun down a hill. There was no sign 
of water around the electrics, but I gave 
everything a spray of WD40 for good 
measure, although this made no 
difference – it just meant that before 
every start or restart I had to give the 
engine a good rev to make sure that it 
was going to pick up when needed. 
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The fun of 

classic trials! 
 
 

Julian Lack & 
Caroline Kenney, 
Suzuki CV2000 on 
the Northern Trial 
(Photo by Dave 
Cook) 
 

 

 
 
 

Kevin Sharp & 
Jan Richings, 

Suzuki X-90 on 
the Cotswold 

Clouds 
(Photo by Dave 

Cook) 

 
Bikers & spectators 
on the Northern Trial 
 
(Photo by Myke 
Pocock) 
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In the Village Hall, Alan Selwood and 
Nick Farmer were well wrapped up but 
very damp from Alan’s open top HC 
Special, whilst young Jack Selwood was 
dry, as he was bouncing in Dick Bolt’s 
Ford Pop.  
 
We adjusted our tyre pressures outside 
the Barbrook Garage and proceeded 
gently up to Beggars Roost and with a 
cautious start (as I have seen cars fail to 
get away up the hill) through the section 
and inflate the tyres for the 22 miles to 
Riverton. 
 
It always seems a long run over the top 
of Exmoor and this was no exception – 
the rain, snow and fog were not 
pleasant. We followed Nicola Butcher in 
her very successful 1300 Beetle for the 
majority of the trip to Riverton where 
there was a bit of a queue – was the 
restart with its penalty cones causing 
issues? Fortunately, not for us, although 
I see from the results that it claimed half 
a dozen class 5 ‘scalps’.  
 
We continued to follow Nicola and her 
‘stand in’ bouncer Ben Gladwyn, who 
was doing a great job navigating 
through the floods to Sutcombe, which 
had been cancelled - apparently the 
water in the stream near the start was 
over the wheels of the course opening 
Land Rover! 
 
On through Bradworthy to the next 
section Hackmarsh where we sat in a 
major queue for an hour or so, whilst 
apparently a car was stuck in the 
section with a puncture which was 
proving difficult to change. This queue 
was having a double effect, as the same 
lane was also the route to the holding 
control for Darracott. 
 
Once we’d cleared Hackmarsh and 
were on our way through the lanes, we 
met a vehicle coming the other way 
which very kindly pulled into a passing 
place. It was none other than Clerk of 
the Course, Bill Rosten, checking how 
things were going with the event. A brief 

chat and we were on our way again to 
Widemouth Bay time check, where the 
marshals were experiencing the full 
force of the freezing cold northerly wind 
coming straight in off the sea. 
 
On to Crackington, which we’d failed 
last year with a puncture very near the 
top – I’d gone too low on the tyre 
pressures and paid the penalty! With 
only four cars in the queue people must 
be cleaning it I thought – this looks 
promising! A spectator tells us that it 
hasn’t been ‘doctored’ by the locals – 
there’s been too much rain, but it’s very 
muddy near the top – I’m still unsure if 
this was a genuine comment! 
 
After some discussion and ‘sensible’ 
tyre pressures, through the river and 
onto the start line, clear the throttle 
response and off we go, building up as 
much speed for the upcoming ‘goo’ as 
we can. We’d noticed that the cars in 
front of us had backed off just prior to 
the restart box and we soon understood 
why, as some large bumps had 
appeared on the hill – maybe exposed 
by the rain…. We pushed on and into 
the thick stuff, (past my son’s father in 
law who was marshalling the restart) 
backed off the gas, found more grip and 
we’d made it! I see that most cars also 
made it, but some of the bikes in class B 
with a restart had a more difficult task 
and weren’t so fortunate. 
 
And so to Wilsey Down for a noise test – 
that cold northerly wind was blowing 
across the open car park to make it feel 
even colder, but we were feeling pretty 
good, as we were still clean at this point 
– that was soon to change! 
 
Now Warleggan hasn’t been used for a 
few years and the last time that we went 
up it, we completed the section on the 
end of a tow rope, as we’d broken a 
drive shaft which we set to and changed 
at the top, before continuing to finish the 
event – understandably, I was a little 
nervous at the start. I see that it did stop 
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a cross section of bikes and cars as it 
was still pretty rough, but we made it to 
great whoops of joy! 
 
Now Laneskin awaited us and whilst we 
had cleaned it last year (much to my 
amazement), we could see the failures 
coming back down – we gave it our 
best, even going for second gear in 
desperation - but it wasn’t to be – half 
way up, we slipped into the gulley on the 
offside and never really came out of it. I 
see that Laneskin stopped a lot of class 
B and C bikes, plus most of class 1 
through 7 cars, although there were 
some great climbs from the lower 
classes including Ian Cundy in the Golf, 
Bill Bennett in his MG J2, Lester Keat in 
the Avenger and Sticker Martin in his 
Escort. 
 
Having made such a strong attempt at 
going up the hill, we came back down 
somewhat less enthusiastically – 
requiring help from the hill recovery 
Land Rover and most of the marshals to 
push us out of the rut that had arrested 
the assent. As ever, my thanks in 
particular to those who helped free us 
from the sticky rut in the trees! Coming 
away from Laneskin, I could hear some 
driveshaft noise that worried me and 
then it went quiet – so on we went 
through the forest to Hoskin. (I later 
discovered that we’d picked up a fair-
sized rock behind the offside rear wheel 
hub, which had rubbed through the 
driveshaft gaiter.) 
 
We’d failed Hoskin last year and once 
again the restart was like ice – only a 
few from the lower classes, plus the 
Bees in their fabulous Austin 7 made it. 
Most of class 7 got off the same restart, 
but only Dean Partington in his Wasp 
got away from the class 8 restart, which 
stopped the other 14 class 8 cars that 
had just cleaned Laneskin. 
 
Two fails down and Bishops Wood in 
front of us – we’d got off the restart and 
cleaned it last year, so hopes were high 
for a repeat performance! High in the 

restart box with the front wheels over 
the brow was the plan – that part was 
good, but the grip was elusive this year 
and our medal hopes were dashed. Up 
the ‘escape road of shame’ with the 
engine not wanting to play pick up and 
then via the observed test to 
Perranporth. 
 
No queue at the holding control and on 
to Blue Hills 1 – the sun was shining, but 
the wind was still cold. We dropped the 
tyre pressures and watched a series of 
fails on Blue Hills 2 whilst waiting for the 
go ahead on BH1. We’d better give this 
section our best. We came round the 
loop slowly (so as not to run wide) and 
then gave it the beans, to pop over the 
brow in a small cloud of tyre smoke to 
stop astride the line. On driving forward 
the adrenaline dropped as that long time 
familiar and ominous noise from the diff 
had come back to haunt us – it was as if 
the star and planet gears were fighting 
to mesh with each other. A little ‘to and 
fro’ investigation revealed that as soon 
as the car was in anything other than a 
straight line, i.e. the rear wheels were 
turning at different speeds, the diff was 
far from happy.  
 
I decided that Blue Hills 2, with its 90 
degree turns into and off the restart 
would definitely be the end of our diff 
and the recovery from that position 
would be a big delaying factor for the 
section, as well as being tricky to get the 
car towed out to the main road for the 
breakdown service to get us home. So 
we chose to retire, but how to get away 
from where we were, facing up BH2? 
 
The class 0 section lay behind us, so 
with the marshal’s agreement, I 
reversed all the way up to the top, did a 
9-point turn to avoid too much grief on 
the diff and then we followed a circular 
route back (avoiding any sharp turns) to 
the A30 and homewards. I was nervous 
that the diff might seize, but as long as 
we were in a fairly straight line, it didn’t 
complain too much! 
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I see from the results that Blue Hills 2 
and particularly Old Stoney were fairly 
challenging throughout the bike and car 
classes, but well done to all who made it 
to Loggan’s Moor. 
 
We have another 4.1 ratio diff coming 
from Latvian eBay, hopefully in time for 
the Bovey Down Trial later this month, 
just got to get it fitted. 

 
Thanks as ever to the marvellous band 
of marshals and the organisational 
team, who make these events work in 
all weathers and at all times of the day 
and night – without you we couldn’t 
have our fun! 

My Lands End – 2018   
by Jim Wood 
 

I  was born to a 50-year old father, 
whose interests revolved around 
events from the Great War to the 
Fifties. He earned a good living 

racing and developing motor-bikes. His 
great friend and near neighbour was a 
classic trials driver from the same age. 
These two old blokes were often to be 
found in a back room reminiscing and 
discovered by the laughter and story-
telling sessions that I found compelling. I 
heard of the wet nights and questionable 
reliability, the rules bent and the simpler 
heroics of climbing hills or remarkable 
stamina, but most of all, the things that 
would be disasters to less accomplished 
people. They took it all and carried on.  
 
I had no experience of trials, never wore 
a Barbour till I was fifty. I knew all about 
oil and water, quite a bit about a select 
list of motoring and biking names, many 
of whom I was lucky enough to meet, but 
was not besotted with muddy weekends 
and questions of sanity until my own 
children were almost adults. 
 
This trials stuff took off after many years 
as a marshal with other commitments. I 
have done time as a marshal! My reward 
has been to take a seated part in a few 
trials, sometimes on the right but mostly 
on the left with maps and a fair sense of 
direction. I’ve done a few Edinburgh’s, 
the odd Exeter and countless VSCC 
trials, several ACTC & MCC events. 
From Scotland to Cornwall; from Wales 
and back to Kent, I have washed away 

the grit and mud from a few wet 
weekends, several frosty nightmares and 
rather too few pleasant sunny afternoon 
trials.  
 
Cut to the chase: my partner on the 
Lands End is wise enough to have 
tested and tried a few bouncers (or 
should that be ‘navigators’?) We are a 
regular team in our vintage efforts, and I 
wanted to get a Land’s End perspective 
from a car seat. I realised that there were 
five sections in this year’s trial where I 
have walked, cycled, spectated or 
marshalled in a previous incarnation.   
 
The event planning begins for the two of 
us in the weeks before. Prepping the car 
and ensuring the details really work and 
will stand up to the thirty hours of 
thumping and shaking is not a ‘night 
before’ affair. We expect to have a 
puncture or two and Richard had the 
tools and spares to enable a change-
over as well as the ‘big hammer gaffer-
tape and cable-ties’ that would have 
been alien to Mac & Dad in the thirties. 
 
Classics from past years have taught me 
that the cold is the biggest horror on an 
all-nighter. How many hats do you wear 
in an open car when the air is full of sleet 
or hissing rain? After the rain has soaked 
you to the marrow and an early frost 
drops the temperature to five below, we 
have questioned the wisdom of 
continuing across the bleaker and most 
empty places in England. Knowing this 
sort of thing just adds more to the 
Michelin-man effect of padding and 
water resistance of the layers of 
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snugness. Keep your brain and core 
temperature from excessive cold. 
 
Hey! We planned to sleep in the 
afternoon prior to heading off to Plusha. 
Unusually, I certainly slept fitfully, but 
maybe deeply for two hours. This 
proved most worthwhile! When we’d 
arrived in Exeter at the motel, it was 
drizzling, windy and perishingly cold. 
After the sleep, I began by raising my 
caffeine levels, then extra carefully 
laying on the padding and proofing, 
ensuring minimal opportunity for cold air 
and rain egress. We got the car ready 
and I quietly got on with double-
checking the specs, the keys, the maps, 
the waterproof folder, the essential 
paperwork and wallet. We set off for 
Plusha by skirting the city and climbing 
steadily in dismal dirty grey light with 
wet in the air. Then it began to wet us: 
the drizzle became sleet. It went on for 
twenty minutes until we were maybe ten 
miles from Plusha when a sharp light 
and lifting cloud opened the view across 
the high moorland. Barely saw 
competitors until a stream of bikes were 
seen on a reciprocal path as Plusha 
approached.  
 
Fellow competitors at Plusha were full 
of bubbly chatter and the scrutineering 
was very neatly done. It was dry in the 
car-park, but blinking cold in the wind. 
Wisely, we chose to eat sparingly, but 
felt safe to get a hot cuppa and top-off 
the fuel state. It would be 94 miles to 
Bridgwater and already, the gossip 
mentioned a nasty four-letter word (I 
thought he said something else, but it 
was ‘Porlock’ and snow at 5pm.) 
 
Yes, indeed there was snow! As we 
motored up hills out of sleepy Devon 
villages onto the tops, it was very 
obviously a few inches on the hills 
facing the wind, but to begin, the roads 
were most dangerous with appalling 
potholes of all sizes, but filled with water 
effectively black and occasionally 
slushy.  Plusha to Bridgwater is a 
controlled route and as a newbie, the 

instructions were gratifyingly fair in the 
most part. We noted that the details 
were excellent for a good stretch, then 
left wanting in descriptive prose for 
another stretch. The slush and snow 
were challenging and sudden flooded 
roads unmarked and unlit were similarly 
surprising from time to time. The failings 
were exaggerated with fog or low cloud 
and plenty of obscure signs with snow 
cover and some difficulty with the 
written text.  
 
The rugby club at the back of 
Bridgwater College was a bottleneck of 
sorts and parking an issue for cars 
following our group. The ‘sitting around’ 
was soporific and an opportunity to chat 
with others. I spotted Barry Clarke and 
David Filsell who were in a borrowed 
Sprite (and it sadly proved unreliable). 
Ben Collings normally a vintage Bentley 
man, arrived in a modern BMW with his 
son as a navigator. Another chum, 
David Rolfe grinned and made some 
aside as I hurried out into the night! 
Remarkably few opportunities to get to 
talk with others or to watch the action 
present themselves on most of the 
classic trials, and the few names are 
coincidental and derived from other 
areas of motor-sport in the main. 
 
Well, the weather was set and we were 
heading out on the A39 for Washford 
(most appropriate name) and 
Golsoncott. Our first opening play was 
Felons Oak and it was strangely more 
memorable for the deep water-splash 
that really was a full on flood, 
encountered in the blackness of the exit 
route between narrow hedges. We hit it 
with little warning and managed to keep 
the engine running without losing 
electrics or ingesting the bow wave. The 
water in the footwell emptied quick 
enough but I was surprised when it 
came in over the bulkhead. 
Devastatingly, the Hokusai effect broke 
over us and soaked me, so we 
continued with iced gritty water trickling 
over the warmer bits under my inner 
layers. Dear me. (Not the words used, 
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nor the thoughts that repeated for 
several hours afterwards.) 
 
Marshals had talked of the hill at 
Porlock being cut off due to the sudden 
snowfall. On the high ground above 
Porlock, the road was slushy but 
thawing. The police were visiting a van 
on its side, off the road as we splattered 
through the slush on the busy road. The 
occasional fogginess was low cloud and 
the blanket had the effect of a melt on 
the landscape, though the snow was 
three or four inches ‘out there’ as we 
moved to stay in the wheel-tracks on 
that main road. It was a far cry from 
sunny seaside jaunts to Lynmouth and 
the vintage climb in our old Lancia in my 
childhood. Darned steep in the wet and 
dark of an ugly All Fools night! 
 
Barbrook Village Hall is a short halt and 
another cuppa plus the disorientation 
from the paper-wording at the Barbrook 
junction before the historic Beggars 
Roost. I walked up there with my 
parents in the 60’s! I remember Mac 
speaking of his climbs on Beggars 
Roost in his Austin Seven in the 20s or 
30s. The name stuck more than any 
picture in my mind. 
 
The route to Simonsbath (and, yes 
another apposite title) via Hillsford 
Bridge was thinly informative given that 
it was a long way in the unlit Exmoor 
night and onward to Northland and a 
wait in the lane to Riverton beyond the 
Fishery. Most of us sat in our cars and 
kept our peace in the confines of the 
narrow lane. I was getting used to 
scrabbling up lumpy loose debris on 
dark anonymous sections, so after tyres 
and pressure readjusted we continued 
into the night. We’d had a slightly soft 
tyre go fully deflated (tubeless) tyre on 
the minor road after the climb. Changing 
a wheel in a soggy corner in the dark 
was less than pleasant (and curiously 
lonely with a quick cluster of three cars 
then nobody.... on the route out of 
Riverton). A bent rim would need an air-
line to re-inflate. One spare changed 

and some ‘catching up’ focused the 
mind and kept the finger on the route for 
the A377. Onward for High Bullen then 
Gt Torrington (sign for Dartington 
Glass...) Langtree and Stibbs Cross 
then after Milton Damerel and a long 
journey in the murk, found a sign 
indicating that Sutcombe was closed. 
We needed fuel, so Bradworthy at the 
top was essential. At the garage, they 
had a water tank and a high-pressure 
air hose. Several competitors were 
there, and some discussions were 
talking of ‘had enough’ or ‘too 
dangerous on two wheels’. We did our 
repairs and replenished, set off to try 
and find some semblance of a route that 
tied with the bits in the route book. 
Amazingly, without resorting to the OS 
maps in the yellow village light, I found 
the way to Hackmarsh and then the 
holding control before Darracott.  
 
At this point we had two long waiting 
periods in a queue in one of those 
dripping tree-lined, deep, dark 
Devonshire lanes. The rain was wetting, 
the clothing was waterlogged, and I had 
an almost uncontrolled shiver for ten 
minutes or more. Keeping as still as 
possible built a level of tepid warmth in 
my ‘wetsuit’. I avoided moving to avoid 
chafing against my wet collar. Gloves 
were sodden but similarly comforting. 
After about 45 minutes, somebody up 
front was sent up a hill. We began to 
shuffle. After climbing Hackmarsh then 
minutes later getting into the second 
queue for another three quarters of an 
hour in the cold wet night (oh joy!) we 
noted the blackness had a slight grey 
quality and we could identify trees and 
hear birds.  
 
Onward past childhood places like 
Morwenstow and onto the Widemouth 
Control stop. Lovely view and the rain 
had stopped. Not far to Crackington with 
its lumpy-bumpy-thumpy-cracketty-thud. 
Check for broken bones and reinflate 
tyres. Back to the A39 and a bit of a 
drive, and check times as Wilsey is time 
critical. Not a problem as the queuing 
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had slowed us all down. The direction 
signs were non-existant with the wind 
having blown them onto the roof of the 
control caravan. We were not alone in 
our despair over these niggles. They 
forget how grumpy we get after an all-
nighter and occasional poor signage 
amongst mostly good instructions felt 
quite trying when intending to keep calm 
and positive despite being wet, cold and 
not quite as fresh as a daisy. My driver 
is a pillar of good behaviour, and I wish I 
could be as good. 
 
A good breakfast and a warming pause 
put the humour back in place. I won’t 
mention details of the tyre and inner 
tube efforts. Pick up the time-card, then 
another breezy run over the A30, South 
Petherwin and Minions, the brightening 
singular St Neot, and into Warleggan 
sunshine. We had a brief driving test at 
Laneskin then our ‘so nearly but not 
quite’ with the 4x4 and a rope for most 
of our class at the top. More grip or 
more bravery needed!  
 
Hoskin was a 12psi climb, and more 
lumps, bangs and bumps. After Bodmin 
and still enjoying the warming weather, 
drying nicely, we entered Bishops Wood 
with the restart for classes 7 & 8. I 
suspect that nobody in our class got 
beyond the slab where the wetted rock 

was simply impossible for us that day. 
There were plenty of varied opinions 
with directions and suggestions of how 
to reverse but we may have done better 
with just one voice and complete 
instructions in the route book. 
Thankfully it wasn’t far to find the next 
driving test at Hustyn Wood. The 
Kernow was showing in most of the 
settlements on roadsigns on the way to 
Perranporth and the control at the filling 
station. I once mountain-biked around 
Blue Hills, but I then missed the lovely 
narrow lane out of town to the foot of 
the hill. There were so many people 
watching at the restart and I felt we 
might have cleaned the restart with a 
more friendly tyre pressure. Climbing 
both hills was marginal for many in our 
class but we were not too fussed when 
we continued to Old Stoney, the final 
rubble-surfaced and well-named 
scramble before the run in towards St 
Ives and Hayle.  
 
So, grey-gloominess with sleet, snow, 
rain, floods, fog or cloud, cold wind and 
then sparkling sunshine and dry winds 
and late Spring warmth, all in 24 hours. 
We collected out piece of paper as a 
Finisher and headed back to Exeter to 
eat and sleep. I couldn’t wait and 
nodded off on the by-pass for half an 
hour. Well done, Richard. Thank-you.       

Lands End by Phil Sanders 
 

M y journey down to the 
southwest for this event 
started much earlier than 
normal. I usually set of on 

the Thursday before the event and stay 
for three nights but this year turned out 
to be a little different. My wife and I had 
planned to spend two nights at the 
Padrook Park Hotel on the 17th and 18th 
of March. We were attending the ACTC 
evening awards and dinner on the 
Saturday evening and then I was 
competing in the Torbay trial on the 
Sunday, we would then be travelling 

home on the Monday. On the day of the 
awards we were experiencing 
uncommonly severe weather, pretty 
much like the rest of the country, so we 
made the decision not to risk travelling 
down to the southwest. So, after 
notifying the hotel that we would not be 
attending due to the weather they kindly 
offered us alternative dates and we 
decided to add those days onto our trip 
for the Land’s End trial, consequently 
we set of for our destination on the 
Tuesday before the event. This gave us 
a couple of days to explore around 
Devon and then move down to 
Newquay before the start of the trial. 
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On the day of the trial I had arranged to 
meet Dave Sharp, at the Cornwall 
services and we would then be riding to 
the Plusha start together. Dave is a 
relative newbie to the MCC trials and 
this was his first Land’s End. I had got 
to know Dave on previous Northern and 
Yorkshire dales trials and I had talked 
him into having a crack at the MCC 
trials. The ride to the start was fairly 
pleasant and dry but the forecast was 
for rain. We arrived at Plusha in plenty 
of time and after re-fuelling, 
scrutineering and signing on we waited 
for the arrival of my team mates Kathy 
Martin and Jon Hustwayte. We ride by 
the team name “The good, the bad and 
the bald” All on class B motorcycles. 
Whilst waiting for their arrival I had a 
look round the other bikes that had 
arrived ready for the forthcoming wet 
ride. I was looking in particular for the 
three royal Enfield’s Himalayans that 
had entered to see what these 
machines looked like and I wanted to 
see how they would perform but sadly 
they were non-starters. With rain 
forecast I had put on my waterproof 
coverall on at the Plusha services. I was 
convinced it wasn’t going to be much, 
how wrong I was. Dave was away a few 
minutes before us and the next time I 
saw him was at the fuel station just 
before Bridgewater.  
 
I had taken the lead for the first part of 
our run up to Bridgwater. We soon 
encountered rain which quickly turned 
to snow near sourton cross. After 
getting our cards signed at the control 
near Bow Kathy took over leading as I 
was struggling to see the route, as my 
glasses were continually steaming up. 
Shortly after entering Crediton I 
managed to get myself separated from 
Jon and Kathy after failing to find them 
and messaging them I decided to press 
on to Bridgewater. As I was 
approaching Bickleigh Bridge it dawned 
on me that Jon and Kathy would have 
called for fuel in Credition. The break at 
Bridgwater was most welcome it gave 

me an opportunity to dry out a little as it 
had not stopped raining since shortly 
leaving Plusha services. Kathy and Jon 
arrived shortly after me, so we would 
still be away at our schedule times. With 
the weather been as bad as it was we 
decided to travel as a group of four from 
Bridgwater. I was still having difficulty 
navigating but my other travelling 
companions were driving forward with 
some determination and we soon 
reached our first section: 
 
Felons Oak 
Where there was a restart for class B 
motorcycles, so that meant a restart for 
all of us. I never know what to expect 
from this section the restart box has on 
occasion been just wide enough to get 
one wheel within the lines on other 
times there has been enough room to 
get the whole bike in the restart box, 
this time was one of those times. I went 
first up the section followed by Kathy, 
Jon then Dave and we all had felt like 
we had cleaned it so onto the control at 
Barbrook. 
 
The ride to Barbrook is one I generally 
enjoy especially when it is clear, but I 
must admit on this occasion all the 
enjoyment had been washed out of me 
with the rain. On route we experienced 
what remained of a heavy snow fall. It 
was raining by now and melting some of 
the snow but what was still on the road 
was at time a bit hair-raising. The bike 
was prone to slipping a little when it 
caught some of the snow patches that 
were left. And to make things even 
more interesting visibility was reduced 
even further by the heavy mist that had 
decided to make an appearance but still  
 
We reached the control with time to 
spare so we fuelled up before signing 
in. we then had coffee and cake in the 
village hall while trying to dry some of 
our clothing in front of the heaters that 
they had running. All to soon it was time 
to venture back out into the rain and 
head for the for section 2 which is only 
about a mile from the Barbrook control. 
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Beggars Roost  
We all went through this section without 
incident and proceeded to make our 
way to Simonsbath. 
 
Riverton  This section had a restart for 
all classes with a penalty if you clipped 
any of the cones.Again we all cleaned 
this section without much difficulty then 
made our way to section 4. On our way 
to Sutcome we encountered one or two 
places where the road was flooded 
which could have easily caught out the 
unwary traveller. 
 
Sutcombe  
At the end of the lane approaching 
sutcombe we were met by a marshal 
who informed us that there was a 
diversion in place and the Sutcome 
section was cancelled as the stream at 
the bottom of section had become so 
swollen with the rainfall that it had been 
deemed unsafe to cross. We followed 
the diversion to the house were 
refreshments were provided. I think on 
this occasion the kind people who 
provide refreshments at this place could 
have made a fortune if they had 
provided a gazebo to stand under. I 
would have gladly paid to stand out of 
the rain for 20 minutes or so. After a 
break for light refreshment we headed 
towards the next section Hackmarsh via 
the fuel stop at Bradworthy. 
 
This is where it became complicated for 
us again. Dave was leading some way 
in front and when we got onto the track 
three of us missed the turning for 
section 5 and ended up at the holding 
control where we re-grouped. I started 
to retrace my route as I was aware that 
there was a section in this area. I 
managed to get separated from my two 
teammates but caught up with Dave 
who had found the section first time 
around. But there was no sign of my 
team mates who I thought were behind 
me.  
 
I was called to the section start which 
was manned by Ralph Brown whom I 

had got to know through the MCC 
events. I managed to stall for a minute 
or two with small talk hoping my team 
mates would appear, but they didn’t. So 
up and of through the section I went. 
this section was a rocky climb which 
had become slippy in places due to the 
rain, but I managed to clean it okay. We 
had to come back into the track that led 
to section five and head to the 
gosseham holding control this I where I 
met my team mates who still hadn’t 
found the entrance to section five. I 
pointed them in the direction of the 
section and said that I would wait until 
my scheduled time at the holding 
control as I was a good 20mins in front 
of my time. My scheduled time came 
and went and my team mates didn’t 
appear so I decided to slowly proceed 
to section 6 in the hope that they would 
catch me up. 
 
Darracot  
Darracot had a restart for just about 
every class but I didn’t pay much 
attention to the rest of the section as I 
was wondering where my team mates 
had got to as they still had not caught 
up with me. Dave had waited for me at 
the end of the section so we both 
carried on to the control at widemouth 
bay after stopping off for fuel on route. 
We were straight in and out of the 
control at Widemouth Bay and on our 
way to section 7. 
 
Crackington  
I went through the stream at the bottom 
of Crackington I little faster than I ought 
to have done and as I was approaching 
the start my little bike cut out. She 
quickly started again so let her run at 
slightly higher rate than idle hoping that 
she would dry out. Which she duly did. 
Dave proceeded through the section 
while I waited for my bike to dry. This 
section had a restart for class B bikes 
and can be quite a difficult section 
depending on how much clay the locals 
decide to dump on the hill. The run 
through the section and the restart 
didn’t pose a problem this year as there 
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was quite a clear run on the left-hand 
side of the section.  
 
From here we proceeded to Wilsley 
Down for the sound test and breakfast. 
Finally, on route to the breakfast stop it 
stopped raining. even though we were 
travelling at a reduced speed waiting for 
my team mates we still got to the 
breakfast stop twenty minutes ahead of 
schedule. My team mates rolled in ten 
minutes behind us. And it was as I 
suspected they had got behind the cars 
on the Hackmarsh section which had 
slowed them down. After passing 
through the sound test and an all too 
short breakfast stop we were off again 
heading for section 8. I took the lead 
from here on as I could now see my 
route card without my glasses steaming 
up 
 
Warleggan  
I quite like this section I like to see the 
ladies with their colourful and well 
thought out Easter bonnets, but I must 
have been more tired than usual this 
year as I didn’t notice if they were there 
or not. We had a short wait before we 
could attempt the section as the 
previous competitor had failed and was 
coming back down the section. This 
must have started a precedent as my 
gold suddenly turned into silver. About 
half way up the section I slipped 
towards the left-hand side, I managed to 
keep my feet on the pegs, but I was 
leant on the embankment side, if It 
hadn’t had been for the high side I 
would have probably parted company 
with my bike. Dave was up next and he 
to slipped from gold to silver. Next up 
was Kathy who came through the top of 
the section in her usual and effective 
style at a good old rate of knots but with 
a clean. Jon also cleaned the section 
without any problems. 
 
The first observed test was next to be 
attempted at Laneskin Junction. I have 
mixed reservations about this test, it 
cost me a triple one year! But on the 
way my clothes would at least start to 

dry out a little. 
 
Laneskin Junction T 
his year I got round it without any 
problems as did the rest of my travelling 
companions 
Laneskin 
This was just a straight climb which was 
muddy in places, but it had a right-hand 
turn at the top to negotiate before the 
section end boards. It was only a short 
run from here to section 10. 
 
Hoskin Hill  
There were two restart boxes on this 
section, red for class 8 and all other 
classes in the yellow restart box. I don’t 
know why but I have always fancied a 
go at the restart in the red box on this 
section. Any way we all cleared this 
section without any problems We had 
about a ten-mile run to section eleven  
 
 Bishops Wood 
This section again had two restart 
boxes and originally class B bikes were 
to do the red restart box, but this had 
been altered so that we would attempt 
the yellow restart. which made a 
pleasant change from the trickier one 
which is usually attempted. We all 
managed to clean this section and 
move on to the observed test where 
disaster struck for Jon. my team mate 
overran the stop line. A rare mistake for 
Jon to fail a section or test. This time on 
the way to the route check at 
Peranporth we became split up once 
again. This time Kathy and I got 
separated from Jon and Dave. We 
carried on to the route check where they 
arrived shortly after us; they had got 
behind some traffic at one of the 
roundabouts. After refuelling and 
clearing the route check we were on our 
way to sections twelve and thirteen 
 
Blue Hills 1  
Blue hills one had quite a lot of things 
going on for a short section. The 
marshal needed to sign our cards at this 
point as it is was a time check. It also 
had a restart and a stop astride section 
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end line for good measure. Permission 
is also needed from the marshal to 
proceed to the next section, after 
receiving the go ahead it is a short climb 
up to Blue Hills 2 which also included a 
restart for all motorcycle classes. One 
thing I did notice this year from Blue 
Hills was that there didn’t seem to be as 
many spectators present. Probably a bit 
too cold this year. All my travelling 
companions cleaned both these 
sections without too much trouble then 
we were on to the last section. 
 
Old Stoney Which is quite aptly named 
it is a Fairley rough section which is 
made more difficult for me with some of 
the low branches that overhang the 
section, but all was good for me and my 
team mates but unfortunately our other 
travelling companion Dave footed on 
the way up. The run from the last 
section to the finish was without incident 
and we all arrived slightly ahead of 
schedule. After signing of and saying 
our farewells to my team mates. Dave 
and I headed back to our wives and 
accommodation in Newquay 

 
After looking back on the trial I really 
enjoyed even if the night run was a cold 
and wet affair and didn’t seem like much 
fun at the time I would also like to thank 
all the organisers, marshals, results 
team and other people involved in the 
running of the trial for putting on such a 
fantastic event without whom it would 
be impossible to run. The results would 
show that from some 80 odd bikes 
entered that just over half completed the 
trial so that may be a measure of how 
difficult the conditions were. Hence the 
finisher’s certificate was well deserved. 
And on a final note the results would 
show “the good the bad and the bald” 
team scored a very reasonable 22 
points with Kathy Martin gaining a class 
win/gold. Jon Hustwayte silver. Phil 
Sanders silver. And our other travelling 
companion Dave Sharp achieved a 
bronze medal on his very first Lands’ 
End trial. 
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